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Preface
The annual Conference for Truth and Trust Online (TTO) took place on October 7-8, 2021. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, it was held online.
The mission of TTO, now in its third edition, is to bring together all parties working toward improving
the truthfulness and trustworthiness of online communications. TTO is an annual forum for academia,
industry, non-profit organizations, and other stakeholders to discuss the problems facing (social)
media platforms and technical solutions to understand and address them. It is organised as a unique
collaboration between practitioners, technologists, academics and platforms, to share, discuss, and
collaborate on useful technical innovations and research in the space.
The aim of TTO is to be a forum from which many parties can benefit: (i) for academics, to learn about
the real problems that industry is facing and how their proposed solutions can be more impactful, (ii)
for industry, to improve their product safety by brainstorming collective actions together with other
stakeholders, and (iii) for the public, to gain insights into how their concerns on social media safety are
being addressed.
We invited submissions on topics such as misinformation, disinformation, trustworthiness of COVID-19
news and guidance, hate speech, online harassment and cyberbullying, credibility, hyper-partisanship
and bias, image/video verification, fake amplification, fake reviews, polarization and echo chambers,
transparency in content and source moderation, and privacy requirements.
We invited two kinds of submissions: technical papers and talk proposals. The idea was to attract
both fully worked papers and “ideas.” The technical papers were an opportunity for authors to publish
and present new research, and they are included in these proceedings. In contrast, the talks do not
appear in the proceedings and they were designed as an opportunity for scholars, activists, developers,
lawyers, ethics experts, fact-checkers, public servants, journalists, and all around researchers to present
and discuss ideas related to the topic of the conference.
We received 35 submissions for technical papers, and we accepted 7 of them, an acceptance rate of
20%. Of those. we invited 3 of them to submit an extended version to the ACM Journal of Data and
Information Quality special issue on TTO. We further received 35 talk proposals, and we accepted 14
of them, an acceptance rate of 56%.
Here are some statistics about the authors of the paper and talk submissions by country: 75 from USA,
32 from UK, 12 from France, 9 from Switzerland, 8 from Italy, 6 from Qatar, 6 from Germany, 6 from
Japan, 5 from Australia, 5 from Israel, 3 from Greece, 3 from South Korea, 3 from Turkey, 2 from
Brazil, 2 from Canada, 2 from Luxembourg, 2 from Spain, 1 from Belgium, 1 from Chile, 1 from
China, 1 from Hong Kong, 1 from India, 1 from Sri Lanka, 1 from Sweden, and 1 from Tunisia.
Each paper received 3 reviews, and each talk proposal received 2 reviews. There were 34 PC members,
and the acceptance decisions were made after intense online discussions between the reviewers and the
PC chairs.
We thank the reviewers for their hard work, and to the authors for contributing their very interesting
research and discussions, which have allowed us to produce a very interesting and balanced programme.
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Isabelle Augenstein and Paolo Papotti,
TTO-2021 PC Chairs
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Abstract
Memes nowadays are ubiquitous on the Web
and play a major role in disinformation campaigns. It is therefore not enough to tackle
only the problem of textual disinformation.
The research community must also develop
new techniques to address the problem of malicious memes (fake memes) that contain misattributed or fabricated quotes, for instance, in
online smear campaigns that target politicians
and celebrities. To address this problem, we
develop a system to automatically detect fake
memes; our approach leverages optical character recognition, natural language processing,
image processing, and machine learning techniques to carry out this task. Our implementation, a system named FAME, relies on various features to detect visual memes that contain fake or misattributed quotes. FAME classifies memes with 84% true positive rate and
14% false positive rate. It can be used for early
detection of meme-based disinformation campaigns, for instance, if deployed on online social networks or messaging applications. To
the best of our knowledge, FAME is the first
automatic fact-checking tool for memes.
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Figure 1: A quote attributed to former British prime
minister, Winston Churchill, which was determined to
be a misattribution by Snopes, a fact-checking organization.

use textual content, but also take advantage of
the expressive power of images and pictures.”
Memes—a popular Internet vehicle of information
that often involves attention-grabbing images—
have also been co-opted by such actors; they create
and disseminate memes with biased political messages, usually via OSNs and other online communities (Zannettou et al., 2018). Figure 1 shows an
example of a politically-inclined meme.
Previous work has studied fake news on the Internet and developed techniques to automatically
detect fake news (Zhou and Zafarani, 2018). Despite these efforts, fake news is an ongoing problem and deserves further attention: early detection
of fake news is one of the open challenges identified by Zhou and Zafarani (Zhou and Zafarani,
2018). On a related note, image-based disinformation, for instance via politically-charged memes, is
an understudied field. Hence, we focus our attention on this research gap: we aim to detect imagerich disinformation content in order to mitigate
disinformation campaigns on the Internet.
In this paper, we address the problem of fake
memes—these contain messages, fabricated or
otherwise, falsely attributed to specific individuals. Such memes could be deployed against political opponents during smear campaigns, for in-

Introduction

Recent developments have demonstrated a relatively new mode of information warfare: attempts were allegedly made to influence the
2016 US presidential elections, among others,
via coordinated disinformation campaigns on the
Internet. Hordes of fake news articles (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017), politically-motivated
images (Zannettou et al., 2019a), and targeted
ads (Wakefield, 2018) on online social networks
(OSNs) played major roles in the push to sway
public opinion and manipulate elections.
Images play an interesting role in information
warfare: Zannettou et al. (Zannettou et al., 2019a)
reported that state-sponsored actors “do not only
1
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memes, for future research into understanding and mitigating disinformation campaigns
on the Internet. The dataset is publicly available on the authors’ websites.

stance. Our approach leverages Optical Character
Recognition (OCR), Natural Language Processing
(NLP), image processing, and machine learning
techniques to detect memes that contain fake or
falsely-attributed content, as previously described.
Our implementation, a system named FAME (a
contraction of “FAke MEmes”), relies on several
information feeds to carry out its task: reputable
news sources, quotation websites, verified social
media accounts, and public government websites.
FAME achieves 84% true positive rate and 14%
false positive rate.
There is a caveat associated with FAME’s false
positive rate: meme classification is a hard problem that involves many complex interconnected
tasks, including OCR, face recognition, and NLP,
each with its own limitations. In Sections 6 and 7,
we discuss how these limitations contribute to
false positives. We also suggest potential ways
to improve future instantiations of FAME; a key
recommendation is to use high-performance proprietary OCR tools rather than free OCR tools (we
used a free one in this work). Similarly, using proprietary tools for the other components—for instance, NLP and face recognition—would drastically reduce FAME’s false positive rate.
FAME can be deployed by various digital platforms to stem the flow of meme-based disinformation campaigns. FAME’s end goal is to make the
Internet safer for the general public. Our contributions are as follows.
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Background and Related Work

To help the reader understand the remainder of this
paper, this section presents the three main themes
that comprise the foundation of our work: fake
news, memes, and fact checking.
2.1 Fake News
Fake news,
according to Allcott and
Gentzkow (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017),
comprises “news articles that are intentionally and
verifiably false, and could mislead readers.” Although fake news is not a new phenomenon, (Soll,
2016) it again came into the public spotlight
during the 2016 US presidential elections, in
which political actors allegedly attempted to
manipulate public opinion via fake news and other
methods. Unfortunately, current efforts to stem
the spread of fake news have not yet recorded
much success (Lee, 2016). Prior work on the
detection of fake news includes (Tacchini et al.,
2017; Tschiatschek et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2015;
Jin et al., 2016; Volkova et al., 2017; Liu and
Wu, 2018; Ruchansky et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2018; Yang et al., 2018). Other studies on the
propagation of false or malicious information
include (Zannettou et al., 2019b; Zhou and
Zafarani, 2018; Zannettou et al., 2017; Hine et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2018).

• We identify features for the classification of
fake memes; these include reputable news
sources, quotation websites, verified social
media accounts, and public government websites.

2.2 Memes
According to Richard Dawkins (Dawkins, 1976),
a meme—analogous to a gene—is an idea or unit
of culture that is replicated and transmitted among
people. Internet memes, often comprising catchy
images and text, are transmitted via numerous online communities and social networks, sometimes
for comedic effect, and other times with malicious
intent. Internet memes are ubiquitous nowadays,
and successful memes spread rapidly through various online communities (Bauckhage, 2011; Zannettou et al., 2018). Hence, memes are attractive
to malicious actors who intend to carry out disinformation campaigns (Zannettou et al., 2019a).
Memes often originate from fringe online communities (Zannettou et al., 2018) and then spread to
the rest of the Web. For instance, 4chan, an online

• We develop a novel approach for the automatic detection of fake quotes and falselyattributed quotes in images.
• We make the source code of FAME available
to the public so it can be deployed by OSNs,
messaging apps, and other platforms to stem
image-based disinformation campaigns. The
code is publicly available on the authors’
websites.
• We evaluate FAME’s performance and discuss potential ways to improve it.
• We create a labeled dataset (FAME dataset)
which contains 1000 fake and real quote
2

message board, is reportedly the source of many
popular politically-charged memes (Hine et al.,
2017).

persons on the meme. Hence, as earlier mentioned, we focus on simple quote memes: one person, one quote. Figure 1 shows such an example.
Purveyors of false information via memes do
not always include quotes in their memes. Sometimes, they opt for doctored images without text
captions. For example, they might take a picture
from a gruesome murder scene and edit it to replace the victim’s face with the face of their target
(say, a politician or celebrity). Such memes are
out of scope in this work; they require a different
approach than ours.
Our work aims to protect vulnerable online
communities and digital platforms that double
as sources of information, from certain types of
image-based disinformation campaigns. Scenarios in which our work will be directly applicable include the following: (1) a journalist may be
targeted with malicious fake quote memes in the
course of reporting sensitive events, and (2) OSNs,
which double as news sources for millions of people, may be contaminated with fake quote memes
to defame high-profile individuals, for instance,
during elections.

2.3 Fact Checking
Fact checking is one of the approaches that have
been deployed to tackle fake news. At its core,
fact checking involves comparing news content
to well-established facts to ascertain if the news
content under test is true or not. It can be carried out manually (by credible domain experts) or
automatically (using information-processing software). Manual fact-checking, although often accurate, does not scale well, given the sheer volume of content that online communities produce
daily (Zhou and Zafarani, 2018; Zannettou et al.,
2018). Existing fact-checking services include
Snopes, PolitiFact and FullFact which provide
manual fact-checking services. Memechecker.net
is another fact-checking service which focuses its
efforts only on memes, while listing much fewer
– less than a dozen – fact-check reports than
the mentioned fact-checker organizations. Since
memes play a vital role in disinformation campaigns as discussed in Section 2.2, our work aims
to provide a scalable solution to the problem of
fact-checking memes. In other words, we propose
an automatic meme fact checker to help increase
the scale of fact checking and minimize the potential psychological harm that human fact checkers
encounter during their work.
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An Overview of Our Approach

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of FAME’s steps
in classifying meme quotes. Next, we discuss each
step in detail.
4.1 Extracting Meme Text
To extract text from the input meme, we use OCR,
a technique commonly used to extract text content from images and Portable Document Format
(PDF) files. Factors that may affect the quality
of OCR include color contrast between the text
and background, font family of the text, and the
amount of distortion in the text segment of the image. In Section 6, we discuss the performance of
text extraction and how it affects the meme classification process.

Problem Statement

Fake quote memes comprise images which contain
fake quotes, usually attributed to well-known people. They exist mainly in three forms: memes with
fabricated quotes (made up), slightly-modified
real quotes (slight change in the text, usually significant change in the meaning), and misattributed
quotes (real quotes that actually originated from
someone else not present in the meme). We focus
on memes that contain fabricated or misattributed
quotes.
We only address quote memes which attribute
exactly one quote to one person, for technical reasons. We exclude memes that contain several persons or multiple quotes. Consider the worst-case
scenario: a quote meme that contains several persons and multiple quotes. Limitations in image
processing and OCR techniques prevent us from
successfully matching such quotes to individual

4.2 Identifying the Subject
To identify the subject (person) to whom the quote
is attributed, we use two techniques: recognition
of the person’s face from the meme and recognition of the person’s name from the caption of the
meme. To identify the person on a meme, we first
perform face recognition on the meme. However,
quote memes do not always display a face; instead,
some include the person’s name in text only. Also,
3
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Figure 2: An overview of our meme classification pipeline.

face recognition sometimes fails. In such cases,
we attempt to deduce the name of the subject from
the text extracted from the meme (using OCR).
For this, we leverage Named-Entity Recognition
(NER), a technique for identifying names of various entities (for instance, people, organizations,
and places) within a body of text.

such sources. Additionally, we construct yet another search query using the whole OCR-extracted
text.
Constructing search queries. We take the following steps to construct a search query whether
we succeed or fail to identify the quote segment.
First, we remove misspelled words to avoid confusing the search engine. Second, we trim the
search query to its first n words—Appendix A discusses how we arrived at this—having observed
that the first n words were sufficient for the search
engine to recognize the quote. Third, we add the
name of the subject (person on the meme) to the
beginning of the search query, because it helps
the search engine to return more relevant results.
Finally, we submit search queries to the search
engine—or only one search query if the quote segment has been successfully retrieved, as discussed
previously.
Outcome. We combine the search results to create
a pool of retrieved search results after removing
duplicate results.

4.3 Searching for Sources
To search for sources, we first have to obtain the
meme quote in question—it has to be included
in the search query. To find the quote within the
text extracted using OCR, we retrieve the text segment that is enclosed in double quotation marks.
However, sometimes we fail to extract the quote
for two reasons: either OCR fails to recognize
double quotes or the meme text does not contain
double quotes. Our observations reveal that nonquote text, which sometimes appears on memes
alongside quote text, might prevent search engines
from retrieving sources for the quote when included in the search query. Hence, we construct
search queries in two distinct ways, depending on
our ability to find the quote in the OCR-extracted
meme text. We discuss them next.
Success during quote extraction. When the
OCR-extracted text contains a pair of double quotation marks with a body of text between them, we
assume that body of text is the quote. We include
the extracted quote in our search query as it is.
Failure during quote extraction. If OCR fails
to recognize double quotation marks in the text or
the text actually does not contain quotation marks,
we split the text into sentences—knowing that at
least one of them belongs to the quote segment—
and construct a separate search query for each of
them. Search queries which contain a sentence
from the quote text will return sources for the
quote (if they exist), while search queries which
contain content from non-quote text will not return

4.4 Identifying Relevant Search Results
Not all search results returned by the search engine will be relevant. To identify the relevant ones
from the pool of retrieved search results, we test
two conditions: quote condition (to ensure that a
search result page includes the quote) and name
condition (to ensure that a search result page contains the name of the person on the meme).
Outcome. We create a pool of relevant search results by applying both conditions to the pool of
retrieved search results.
4.5 Classification
In this section, we discuss several features of the
pool of relevant search results that serve as inputs
for the meme classification task. We enter those
features into a trained machine learning model to
4

compute the probability of the input quote meme
being fake or real.
Highly-trusted news sources. These comprise
a selection of news sources that have established
a strong reputation, over decades, of reliable and
accurate reporting, and by having high standards
of reporting. We refer to them as highly-trusted
sources throughout this paper. We compute the
number of these sources from the pool of relevant
search results.
Legitimate news sources. There is a large number of online news sources which do not necessarily carry out in-depth investigation and reporting as highly-trusted sources do, yet are known to
be reliable. We call these sources legitimate news
sources. We count the number of legitimate news
sources in the pool of relevant search results.
Quotation websites. Compared to well-known
living people today, it is harder to find quotes
of well-known historical figures in news sources.
Hence, we use quotation websites as sources when
searching for a quote. We count the number of
quotation websites in the pool of relevant search
results.
Government websites. Government websites are
usually reliable sources of quoted information, especially from politicians, who also happen to be
common targets of fake quotes. Hence, we count
the number of government websites in the pool of
relevant search results.
Verified social media accounts. Finally, we
check for the existence of verified social media accounts of the subject in the pool of relevant search
results.
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on how it affects the performance of our classification model. If the extracted text from a meme does
not contain a sentence with at least three words,
we discard that meme.
5.2 Identifying the Subject
To identify the person on a quote meme, we use
two techniques: face recognition and name recognition, as mentioned in Section 4. For face recognition, we rely on the image search function that
the Bing search engine provides. To this end, we
craft an HTTP request, include the URL of the
quote meme in it, and carry out an image search on
Bing. We then retrieve the name of the person on
the meme from the “Looks like” section of the resulting HTTP response. We discuss details of the
performance of Bing image search in Section 6.
If face recognition fails, we run person name
recognition, otherwise known as Named-Entity
Recognition (NER), on OCR-extracted meme text.
To this end, we use CoreNLP, a Natural Language
Processing library, to implement NER. We discuss
its performance in Section 6.
5.3 Searching for Sources
Preprocessing. In Section 4, we explained the
process of constructing search queries from meme
text. This process requires the removal of misspelled words as a preprocessing operation; we use
a library called pyenchant to achieve this.
Search engine. We chose DuckDuckGo to search
for sources. Arguably, using another search engine such as Google might result in better performance. However, Google blocks scripted requests
and would not allow us to run as many queries
as required; sometimes, in experiments, we made
about 2000 requests within a few hours. DuckDuckGo sources results2 from several partners including Bing and Yahoo. In Section 6, we show
that situations in which DuckDuckGo is unable to
retrieve sources that Google can fetch, are very
few. To query DuckDuckGo, we craft and send
HTTP requests, and use only the first two pages of
search results to find sources.

Prototype Implementation

In this section, we present our implementation of
the quote meme classifier which we call FAME (a
contraction of “FAke MEmes”). It is based on our
general approach to the quote meme classification
task, as discussed in Section 4.
5.1 Extracting Meme Text
To extract text from a meme, we use a free OCR
API called OCR.space.1 This API receives image
information either via a URL that points to an image, or the image itself as a base64-encoded string,
and returns the extracted text. We discuss the performance of this API in Section 6, with emphasis
1

5.4 Identifying Relevant Search Results
We use a Python library called edit_distance to
implement the quote condition (see Section 4.4),
which looks for the quote of interest within the
page of a search result. To carry out the longest
2
https://help.duckduckgo.com/
duckduckgo-help-pages/results/sources/

https://ocr.space/ocrapi
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if the domain name of a search result ends with
“.gov” or not.
Verified social media accounts. After we identify search results that point to Twitter or Facebook
profiles, we carry out a scripted HTTP request to
identify if they are verified or not, and also obtain
the full name on the profile. If they are verified,
we then check the name of the person of interest
(which we extract from the input meme) against
the full name on the page.

common subsequence task, we use the value
highest_match_action for the parameter of action_function. Once the longest common subsequence is found, we check it against the threshold value 0.3, which is the ratio of the length of
the longest common subsequence to the length of
the quote (or meme text if the quote cannot be extracted). If the length ratio is above that threshold, we add the corresponding search result to the
pool of relevant search results. We discuss how we
chose this threshold value in Appendix A.
To check the name condition, we use a simple
regular expression to search for the identified person’s name in a search result page.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we discuss our ground truth dataset
and evaluate the performance of our classification
model. We also discuss the performance of specific components of FAME.

5.5 Classification
To implement the FAME classifier, we use scikitlearn, a Python library. As we show in Section 6,
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with rbf kernel
yields the best results in the quote meme classification task. To extract information regarding the
features mentioned in Section 4, we do the following.
Highly-trusted news sources. To implement
this feature, we create a list of news sources
based on the results of two separate public surveys conducted by Pew Research Center (Center,
2014) and Reynolds Journalism Institute (Kearney, 2017). This list comprises about 30 different news sources (see Appendix C). We use it to
identify the number of highly-trusted sources in
the pool of relevant search results, by counting
how many domain names of search results match
domain names in the list of highly-trusted news
sources.
Legitimate news sources. Similarly, we check
each search result in the pool of relevant search
results against a list of legitimate news sources.
This list comprises the Alexa Top 500 newspaper
websites in the United States, with a slight modification; we remove highly-trusted news sources to
eliminate repetition in counting.
Quotation websites. We check each search result
in the pool of relevant search results against a list
of quotation websites. For this list, we use Alexa
Top 500 Quotation websites; it contains about 130
websites.
Government websites. To identify government
websites in the pool of relevant search results, we
specifically search for US government websites
and use a simple regular expression which checks

6.1 Ground Truth Dataset
We evaluate our system on a quote meme dataset
which we collected ourselves, called the FAME
dataset. It contains 1000 quote memes in total:
379 fake memes and 621 real memes.
Collection. First, we identified 20 well-known individuals (see Appendix D) who are commonly
targeted by fake quote memes, by analyzing the
fact-check history of three main fact-checking organizations: Snopes, FactCheck, and PolitiFact.
Next, we used the DuckDuckGo search engine to
collect quote memes for each of them by entering
“{person′ s_name} quote memes” in the search
field. We avoided duplicate quotes across memes
during the collection process.
Labeling. To complete the ground truth dataset,
we needed binary labels for the memes: “real” or
“fake.” We followed a set of guidelines to label
the memes. First, we searched for the quote on
a search engine and examined the search results
which contained the quote. We examined the domain names of those search results with the help of
a browser plugin that we implemented specifically
for this purpose. The plugin colorizes search results of interest, with unique colors, depending on
their type: “highly-trusted news source,” “legitimate news source,” “quotation website,” “government website”, or “verified social media account”
(as discussed in Section 5).
We labeled memes as “real” if they met either of these conditions: (1) they had at least one
search result that published the quote and was a
highly-trusted news source, government website,
or verified social media account that belonged to
6

Table 1: Performance metrics of the classification
model.
Metric
Accuracy
True positive rate (recall)
True negative rate
Precision
F1 score
False positive rate
False negative rate

subsequent search engine query fails to retrieve
sources based on that text. This reason is responsible for one-third of the false positives. We further
discuss the performance of the OCR component in
Section 6.3.
Another reason is that the lists we use to categorize sources do not—and presumably cannot—
include all reliable and legitimate sources of information. When our system cannot match the domain names of search results with its lists, it simply assumes a lack of sources for the quote. We
owe another one-third of false positives to this reason.
False positives also arise as a result of failure
of the search engine to retrieve sources. In those
cases, the search engine becomes confused by either non-quote text or inadequate quality of extracted text, and therefore fails. This reason accounts for one-fifth of false positives. We also
searched for those failed search queries on Google
and found that in one-third of those cases, it managed to retrieve sources for the quote.
In very few cases, false positives arise as a result
of mistakes in identification of the meme subject.
Either face recognition or named-entity recognition may mistakenly identify some other person to
be the subject. Such cases confuse the search engine and it fails to retrieve sources.
False negatives. Similarly, our system sometimes
misclassifies fake quote memes as “real,” for several reasons. The most common reason for false
negatives is, for some fake quotes, search results
contain common words just as many as to reach
the threshold by chance. This happens especially
when the quote is short and contains common English words. This accounts for one-fourth of false
negatives.
Another common reason is that we fail to identify misattribution on some memes. Usually when
a meme attributes Person A’s words to Person B,
sources for the quote will contain the name of Person A, not Person B. However, in some cases,
sources contain both names: the real author and
the falsely-attributed author. This accounts for
one-fifth of false negatives.
Also, OCR sometimes drops words to an extent
where only a few words from the quote remain.
When we search for them, search results can easily
contain some parts of those few words by chance.
This in turn causes our system to reason that those
search results are sources for the quote. This ac-

Performance
85%
84%
86%
79%
81%
14%
16%

the identified person, or (2) they had at least two
search results that published the quote and both
of them were either a legitimate news source or
quotation website. On the other hand, we labeled
memes as “fake” if they met both of these conditions: (1) no search result, of the previously discussed types, published the quote, and (2) it did
not appear credible that the words on the meme
were uttered or written by the identified person on
the meme. The second condition is necessary because we acknowledge that the absence of reliable
sources in search results does not conclusively indicate that the quote is fake; search engines sometimes fail to retrieve sources.
6.2 Classification Performance
Five-fold cross validation. To evaluate our
model, we applied the cross-validation technique
on the FAME dataset. It involves splitting the
dataset into n parts. During each of n iterations,
one part is left out for testing and the rest of the
dataset is used for training. Overall metrics of the
model can be evaluated by computing the average of metrics achieved during each iteration. We
achieved the highest performance with SVM classifier with rbf kernel (see the performance of other
classifiers in Appendix B). SVM with five-fold
cross validation gives the results in Table 1; the
FAME classifier achieves 84% true positive rate
and 14% false positive rate. Besides these metrics,
we also evaluate the time taken during the classification of a quote meme. When we run our system
on a Docker container with 16 CPUs and Ubuntu
installed on it, the average amount of time taken
for classification is about 20 seconds, including
data extraction and searching of a meme.
False positives. There are several reasons why our
prototype model mistakenly classifies real quote
memes as “fake.” A common reason for false positives is OCR failure. When OCR drops or misspells a significant portion of the meme text, the
7

each with its own limitations. In Section 6, we addressed those limitations in detail, and discussed
how they contributed to FAME’s false positive
rate. Despite this, FAME’s performance shows
that our approach can be reliably adopted in practice. Its performance would be even better if we
had access to a proprietary OCR tool, rather than
the free one we used, and had extensive lists of
reliable sources. This also applies to other components of FAME, including NLP and image recognition modules; proprietary tools would perform
better and boost FAME’s overall performance.

counts for one-sixth of false negatives.
Some sources contain fake quotes, not for publishing, but instead for debunking purposes. Our
system cannot distinguish such search results and
sees them as sources for the quote. One-sixth of
false negatives stem from this reason.
In a few cases, a wrong segment of text is extracted as the quote. Some memes contain quotes
in a way that such quotes have some segments enclosed in double quotation marks (nested quotes).
Those parts tend to be short, and when searched,
some search results happen to have some words
in common, in the same order. This accounts for
one-tenth of false negatives.

Search engines play a central role in our work:
we used a search engine to query the sources of
quotes and examine those sources for their reliability. We also searched for the names of people
in sources to ensure that the quotes had not been
misattributed. Search engines are neither perfect
nor the only available tools; there are many other
valuable resources and databases, some of which
grant free access, while others charge fees. Occasionally during the labeling process, we could
not find sources for a quote, using a search engine, and could not label it as “fake” because
it did not seem unreasonable that the purported
author said or wrote it. However, search engines give free and quick access to large numbers of online resources with a quick search; they
are therefore commonly used and highly recommended by fact-checking organizations, for instance, AFP (AFP, 2011), FactCheck (Jackson,
2008) and PolitiFact (Holan, 2014). Our work offers a framework for future research that might use
other resources and databases for the identification
of fake and real quotes.

6.3 Performance of Specific Components
Text extraction API. We evaluate the performance of OCR.Space (a free OCR tool) on 621
real memes drawn from the FAME dataset. For
5% of real memes, search queries could not be
formed because the extracted text did not contain a
sentence with at least three words. In another 5%
of real memes, the poor quality of extracted text
caused the search engine to fail while retrieving
sources for the quote; if text quality were good, the
search engine would have succeeded in retrieving
sources. OCR.Space extracted text well enough
on 90% of real memes, which allowed the search
engine to retrieve sources for them.
Face recognition. Bing image search correctly
identified the person on 69% of all memes in our
dataset. On less than 1% of all memes, it confused the person on the meme with someone else.
It failed to give any result on 30% of memes.
Name recognition. CoreNLP NER identified the
quote author’s name from meme text on 57% of
memes that failed face recognition—about 300
memes. It could not extract the author’s name
correctly from 3% of them. It could not extract any name from the text—either because the
name did not exist or it was missed by NER—on
40% of them. A part of CoreNLP’s failure can
be attributed to the failure of OCR earlier in the
pipeline.

7

Our work offers significant benefits to factchecking organizations that rely on manual factchecking processes by experts and cannot handle
large numbers of quote memes daily. Our system
will help to scale up their work. To further improve their output, they can also compile their own
lists of sources that they rely on, instead of using
the ones that we compiled for the FAME prototype. In addition to the time-related benefits of
scaling up, our approach will also help to minimize potentially harmful content that human fact
checkers will be exposed to, which will in turn reduce mental trauma, as mentioned in Section 2.3.

Concluding Discussion

We focused on a non-trivial problem and developed an approach to detect memes which contain
misattributed or fabricated quotes. As we have
demonstrated, meme classification is a hard task
that involves many interconnected components,

Finally, our approach can also be used by messaging apps and digital platforms that host quote
memes. They can leverage our work to automati8

cally detect fake and real quote memes—in a reasonable amount of processing time—uploaded to
their platforms. This will help in early stemming
of disinformation campaigns, towards making the
Internet safer for everyone.
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for its sources. Therefore, we tried multiple values around that length—15, 20, and 25 words—
and decided on 20 words: using 20 words resulted
in 1% better recall than 15 words, and 1% better
recall and precision than 25 words.
Window size. This parameter comes into play
when we want to limit the distance between found
words in search results to ensure that those found
words are adjacent. Initially, we set the window
size to twice the length of the quote. However, we
achieved better performance—2% better recall—
when we set it equal to the length of the quote.
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B Comparison with other classifiers
We also compare our classification algorithm,
SVM with rbf kernel, with other algorithms. As
Table 3 shows, other classification algorithms also
performed well and some surpassed our classification algorithm in some metrics. Nonetheless, we
chose SVM with rbf kernel to create a balance between precision and recall, and at the same time
achieve the highest accuracy and F1 score.
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Table 3: Performance of other classification algorithms
compared to our choice. Our choice is in boldface.

A Setting Thresholds and Parameters

SVM (rbf)
SVM (linear)
Random Forest
KNN-3
Adaboost

Length ratio threshold. This threshold determines if a search result meets the quote condition;
it checks if a search result published the quote. We
tried multiple values—between 0.25 and 0.5—for
this threshold and picked 0.3 which ensures the
best balance between precision and recall.3 It also
yields high accuracy. Table 2 shows changes in
performance metrics relative to the performance
achieved by the baseline value (0.3).

Accuracy
-3%
85%
-1%
-1%
-2%
-4%

Recall
-12%
84%
+3%
+5%
+8%
+8%

Precision
0%
79%
-3%
-5%
-7%
-10%

– ABC News
– Associated Press
– BBC
– Bloomberg
– CBS News
– CNN

F1 score
-6%
81%
0%
0%
-1%
-2%

– Dallas News
– Fox News
– Google News
– Los Angeles Times
– MSNBC

Optimal query length. During the labeling process, we observed that it suffices to use the first
20 words (approximately) of the quote to search
3

Recall
84%
89%
84%
88%
85%

C Highly-trusted Sources

Table 2: Changes in performance metrics relative to
the performance achieved by the baseline length ratio
threshold (LRT). The baseline LRT is in boldface.
LRT
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

Accuracy
85%
82%
84%
82%
84%

– NBC News
– NPR
– PBS

Recall is also known as the true positive rate.
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Precision
79%
71%
77%
71%
76%

F1
81%
79%
80%
79%
81%

– Politico
– Reuters
– The Atlantic
– The Denver Post
– The Economist
– The Guardian
– The Kansas City Star
– The New York Times
– The New Yorker
– The Seattle Times
– The Wall Street Journal
– The Washington Post
– TheBlaze
– Time
– USA Today
– Yahoo News

D Well-known Individuals
– Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
– Barack Obama
– Ben Carson
– Bernie Sanders
– Bill Murray
– Donald Trump
– Elizabeth Warren
– Hillary Clinton
– Ilhan Omar
– Kurt Russell
– Melania Trump
– Michele Bachmann
– Michelle Obama
– Nancy Pelosi
– Ronald Reagan
– Ruth Bader Ginsburg
– Sarah Palin
– Stacey Abrams
– Ted Cruz
– Winston Churchill
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Abstract

Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s CEO, defended the
platform’s stance in not taking a proactive role in
content moderation by stating that Facebook did
not wish to be “arbiters of truth” (The Walt Street
Journal, 2016).
After widespread backlash from the public and
mainstream media, social media platforms decided to take a more active role in the 2020
US election by flagging misleading posts and removing false conspiracy theories (The New York
Times, 2020). Nevertheless, some argue these efforts are not enough to “save democracy” (The
Washington Post, 2020b).
Another perspective has instead underscored
journalists’ and news institutions’ role in disseminating misinformation. First, mainstream media might contribute to the dissemination of falsehoods through their debunking efforts, although
not intentionally as other nefarious actors (Tsfati
et al., 2020). People might be exposed to false information due to mainstream media unnecessarily
correcting falsehoods that would otherwise only
reach a small number of citizens.
Second, journalists might disseminate misinformation due to media manipulation. Interest
groups, such as conspiracy theorists and trolls,
have developed techniques to increase their visibility by targeting news media sources to disseminate their content (Donovan and Friedberg, 2019;
Marwick and Lewis, 2017). For instance, these
groups can coordinate actions that force specific
topics into the public discourse that journalists
may not be able to ignore. Journalists are aware
of such propaganda; however, they report barriers
in delivering accurate information, such as technical difficulties in obtaining data from social media
and the power relations between them and online
platforms (McClure Haughey et al., 2020; Balod
and Hameleers, 2019).
Instead of focusing on a specific actor’s re-

Identifying who should take responsibility for
online misinformation is critical for mitigating its detrimental effects on society. This
research offers a multi-faceted picture of the
public’s perception on who is responsible for
false information online separately for 1) creating, 2) disseminating, and 3) failing to prevent it. Our study (N =496) shows that the responsible entities differ across distinct aspects
of online misinformation. For instance, people and interest groups are associated with creating falsehoods, whereas social media platforms are predominantly seen as accountable
for failing to prevent them. We discuss several
implications, including the public demand for
accountable social and news platforms and the
importance of joint accountability in the fight
against online misinformation.

1

Introduction

Who should be blamed for creating and disseminating misinformation online or failing to prevent
falsehoods from reaching a wide audience? While
much research has been devoted to understanding how misinformation travels (Vosoughi et al.,
2018; Kwon et al., 2013; Shao et al., 2018), the
question of whom the general public views as
the main actors in its creation, dissemination, and
prevention remains open. Answering this question is imperative to designing policies and interventions that can combat misinformation, such as
regulation (Cha et al., 2020) and online interventions (Pennycook et al., 2021).
Scholars, news reporters, and other stakeholders
often discuss whom to blame for the uncontrolled
spread of misinformation online and thus should
take the lead in the fight against it. Following
the influence of social media in the 2016 US election, news media quickly turned to social media
platforms, particularly Facebook, for accountability (The Atlantic, 2017). Following the election,
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ing a simple attention check question that had instructed them to choose a specific answer. The
final dataset analyzed was composed of 496 respondents. Women comprised 38.7% of the sample, and nearly half of participants were younger
than 35 years old (51.8%; M=37.0, SD=12.4). A
majority of respondents had received a Bachelor’s
degree (63.7%) and identified themselves as Caucasian (63.7%). African Americans represented
14.9%, whereas Asians and Hispanics comprised
12.9% and 5.2%, respectively. Participants were
Democrats (41.3%) or Republicans (32.7%).

sponsibility, Graves and Wells (2019) have argued
that political elites, news media, and citizens all
have their roles in establishing “factual accountability” through a collaborative effort. Public discourse should not be limited to specific entities
that are expected to prevent misinformation online. Rather, it should embrace a joint responsibility undertaking in which various actors are held
jointly accountable for online information.
These normative approaches to responsibility
often neglect how online users, and more generally the general public, perceive all stakeholders’
roles in the spread of misinformation. Descriptive analyses of this question have been limited.
A 2016 Pew Research Center study found that US
adults considered the general public, politicians,
and social media platforms similarly responsible
for not preventing fake news from gaining attention (Barthel et al., 2016). In contrast, a later
study from 2018 indicated that although politicians and activist groups are blamed for creating
false claims, news media platforms are expected
to take the lead in reducing the spread of falsehoods (Mitchell et al., 2019). Albeit helpful, these
results are hard to compare as a whole. Our study
inquired who is to blame for online misinformation with respect to its creation, dissemination, and
the failure for prevention—this multi-faceted view
of misinformation has not been studied systematically.

2

2.2 Measures
Participants were asked which entities they found
responsible for 1) creating, 2) disseminating, and
3) not preventing the dissemination of false information online. They were shown a list of entities:
the general public, social media users, social media companies, people with vested interests (i.e.,
interest groups), conspiracy theorists, news media, politicians, national institutions (that showed
the government and the FCC as examples), and
foreign institutions (showing foreign governments
and actors). This list was compiled from a pilot
study we do not report in this paper. Each participant chose as many entities as they wished for
each aspect of online misinformation. Participants
were also allowed to write down any other responsible entity in free text form. Each aspect was presented separately and in random order; entities’
presentation order was randomized between subjects.

Methods

We conducted an online survey to answer this
question. After agreeing to the research terms,
participants were shown a short definition of online misinformation. Participants were then asked
whom they consider responsible for the three
aforementioned aspects of online misinformation:
creation, dissemination, and prevention. The study
ended with a set of demographic questions.

3

Results

We employed chi-square tests to identify whether
participants held different actors responsible for
distinct aspects of online misinformation. Participants’ attribution of responsibility differed between creation, dissemination, and prevention
(χ2 (16)=338.53, p<.001, Cramer’s V =0.16; see
Figure 1). Social media users, conspiracy theorists, and interest groups were deemed the most responsible for creating online misinformation, followed by politicians and news media outlets. Foreign institutions and the general public came next
and were followed by social media platforms as
actors moderately responsible for creating false
claims. Local institutions were not perceived to
play a major role in the creation of false information online.

2.1 Respondents
We recruited 500 participants through Prolific during May 3rd-4th, 2021. Prolific is a crowdsourcing platform for recruiting subjects for social and
economic experiments (Palan and Schitter, 2018).
Our study was restricted to US residents who
had previously completed at least 100 tasks with
a minimum approval rate of 95%. Respondents
were compensated US$1.43 for their participation. Four participants were removed for fail13

Figure 1: “Which party or whom do you find responsible for creating, disseminating, and not preventing the
dissemination of false information?” The percentage of participants who picked each entity to the question of
who is responsible for creating (top), disseminating (middle), and not preventing (bottom) misinformation online.
Participants were shown all entities in random order and could select as many as they wished.

ests in creating misinformation were blamed the
most for creating falsehoods, followed by politicians and news media outlets. These same actors were also deemed homogeneously responsible for the dissemination of misinformation. In
contrast, social media platforms and news media
outlets were expected to prevent false information
already out there, followed by local governments,
politicians, and users. We discuss the implications
of these findings below.

Social media users were the actors most blamed
for disseminating false information. A series
of entities were deemed moderately responsible,
indicating a more homogeneous distribution of
blame. People and social media platforms were
deemed moderately responsible, followed by foreign and local institutions.
Social media platforms and news media outlets were perceived as the actors most responsible for the failure to prevent misinformation. Local institutions, social media users, and politicians
were blamed to a moderate level. People, interest groups, conspiracy theorists, and foreign institutions were deemed the least responsible actors
concerning prevention.
Only 28 out of 496 (5.64%) participants provided any responses in free text. Most referred to
politics-related actors (e.g., “Liberals,” “Republicans”) as if participants meant to highlight which
side of the political spectrum they blamed. However, we did not observe any substantial difference
in the entities held responsible across political partisanship (p-values for all χ2 -tests greater than .05,
Cramer’s V smaller than 0.06). This finding suggests that people blame the same entities (e.g.,
news media) but may focus on those they disagree
with politically.
Our data showed that people blame different entities for distinct aspects of online misinformation.
Social media users and those with vested inter-

4

Implications

4.1 Public Demand for Accountability
Social media platforms have been widely accused
of spreading misinformation online (The Atlantic,
2017; The Washington Post, 2020a). Our results concerning prevention concur with this perspective. Current social media platforms’ efforts addressing political misinformation during
and following the 2020 US election (The New
York Times, 2020; CNN, 2020) agree with this
stance. Nevertheless, we highlight that similar efforts should be extended to other countries (e.g.,
Brazil (New York Times, 2018), the EU (BBC,
2019a)) and events (e.g., the COVID-19 vaccine
rollout (The Washington Post, 2019)).
Another important public demand for accountability was directed at news media. News organizations were highly blamed for creating, dissemi14
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nating, and failing to prevent misinformation, indicating that although news media express their
aversion to it and often blame social media platforms, people have a different perspective. Hence,
news media outlets should be aware of their expected role in all aspects of misinformation to mitigate its ill effects.

Concluding Remarks

5.1 Expectation of Joint Responsibility
The findings in this paper shed light on how misinformation can be dealt with in an online environment. One of the key findings is that participants held different actors responsible for distinct
aspects of online misinformation, highlighting that
any intervention to address or regulate it should be
crafted with specific actors and objectives in mind.
For instance, addressing only certain aspects of it,
e.g., by regulating social media platforms, might
help prevent misinformation but not weaken its
creation. Focusing on specific entities might not
holistically deal with the complex issue of online
misinformation.
It is worth noting that no entity was deemed
solely responsible for the holistic problem of online misinformation, i.e., participants did not single out an individual or organization that should be
held to account. This trend is particularly prominent when considering misinformation dissemination, supporting the view of Graves and Wells in
their proposal of “factual accountability” (Graves
and Wells, 2019). Instead of relying on specific
entities for preventing the spread and creation of
falsehoods, our work emphasizes that all actors
involved have their roles in this fight—a form of
joint accountability:

4.2 Government’s Non-Partisanship Role
Participants believed local governments should
rise to the challenge and work towards preventing
online misinformation. Hence, regulation targeting misinformation could be perceived as beneficial by the public, particularly if it leads to accountability for social media platforms and news
media, as discussed above. Participants also moderately blamed foreign actors for creating and
disseminating misinformation. This could have
been caused by the participants’ context as foreign interference with US democratic institutions
has been widely reported in recent years (The
New York Times, 2021). Nevertheless, we highlight that international collaborations to combat
and prevent falsehoods are important, as online
misinformation is a global problem that does not
respect territorial boundaries.
4.3 Fighting Interest Groups

1. Users should become aware of their role in
creating, disseminating, debunking, and preventing false information from being shared
online. Online interventions could play a crucial role in circumventing any psychological factors that influence users’ online behaviors (Pennycook et al., 2021).

Participants deemed interest groups responsible
for creating and disseminating misinformation online. Unfortunately, this public expectation goes
against existing cases where interest groups were
found to play crucial roles and were not held accountable. For instance, various reports indicate
Macedonia youth’s role in creating and spreading political falsehoods during the 2016 US election (BBC, 2019b); those who took part in it justified their actions with financial reasons.
Financial motivations may be an important
driver of misinformation. Misinformation should
thus be fought against at its financial core. One
may envision reforming Ad-based revenue models. Those who create and disseminate misinformation can substantially profit through Ad-based
revenue models (Funke et al., 2019; Braun and
Eklund, 2019). These paradigms should not promote false information but foster trustworthy news
sources better. Similar efforts addressing misinformation’s financial components could be crucial
to mitigating intentional online misinformation.

2. Social media platforms should be able to take
the role of fighting misinformation through
both algorithmic and manual methods. Platforms could implement rapidly accessible
interventions to prevent users from sharing
misinformation (Epstein et al., 2021).
3. News media outlets, regardless of their political orientation, should comprehend their role
in spreading both accurate and false information and promoting the former.
4. Political actors and organizations should invest in regulation to combat misinformation
at its core through international collaborations.
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5.2 Limitations and Future Work

Joshua A Braun and Jessica L Eklund. 2019. Fake
news, real money: Ad tech platforms, profit-driven
hoaxes, and the business of journalism. Digital
Journalism, 7(1):1–21.

Even though we have differentiated responsibility attribution across multiple aspects of online
misinformation, we did not obtain respondents’
attribution of specific roles and their relationships between entities. For instance, respondents might hold governments responsible for preventing misinformation through social media platforms’ regulation, but not through restrictions to
users’ freedom of speech. Future work should
delve deeper into these questions via structured interviews where research can address these questions in depth.
How and whether the public opinion should
be embedded in future interventions and strategies to combat misinformation is an open question. Following the public opinion on this topic
might prove to be difficult or even unproductive.
Future discussions should consider descriptive research, such as ours, while weighting feasibility,
practicality, and many other factors. Our studies’
samples are also restricted to the US. Future research should be expanded to different communities, many of which have already suffered from
misinformation (e.g., South America (New York
Times, 2018) and Asia (Cha et al., 2020)).

Meeyoung Cha, Wei Gao, and Cheng-Te Li. 2020. Detecting fake news in social media: An asia-pacific
perspective. Communications of the ACM, 63(4).
CNN. 2020. How Twitter, Facebook and YouTube
are handling election misinformation. https://
tinyurl.com/ycrztxfv. Accessed 04 January
2021.
Joan Donovan and Brian Friedberg. 2019. Source
hacking: Media manipulation in practice. Data &
Society.
Ziv Epstein, Adam J Berinsky, Rocky Cole, Andrew
Gully, Gordon Pennycook, and David G Rand. 2021.
Developing an accuracy-prompt toolkit to reduce
covid-19 misinformation online. Harvard Kennedy
School Misinformation Review.
Daniel Funke, Susan Benkelman, and Cristina
Tardáguila. 2019. Factually: How misinformation makes money. https://tinyurl.com/
yx8ktszt. Accessed 07 January 2021.
Lucas Graves and Chris Wells. 2019. From information availability to factual accountability: Reconsidering how truth matters for politicians, publics, and
the news media. In Journalism and Truth in an Age
of Social Media, pages 39–57. Oxford University
Press.
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Abstract

by the increasing popularity of social media platforms (Pennycook et al., 2021). AFC systems are
starting to become a critical tool in combating the
sheer quantity of claims that need to be verified.
While accurate (Stammbach and Ash, 2020;
Portelli et al., 2020), AFC systems have been unable to supplement traditional fact-checkers due to
a limitation in their design. A user may not accept to believe in a statement without first understanding the concepts and facts underpinning that
statement. Such justifications are expected when
reading journalistic fact-checking outcomes such
as on Politifact; the fact-check outcome is accompanied by an explanation informing the reader of
how the decision was reached. Without providing users with an explanation, the decision provided by an automated system is far less likely to
be trusted (Toreini et al., 2020), especially as it is
not generated by humans.
Automated systems have recently been developed to this effect, and have demonstrated promising initial results (Graves, 2018). While these initial results are unquestionably impressive, critical
evaluation of the work reveals that many of these
systems use separate models for veracity prediction and explanation generation. We argue that
systems such as these are not actually describing their own actions and decision processes, and
that the veracity prediction model is not made any
more transparent.
In this paper, we propose and experimentally
evaluate a system that jointly makes a veracity
prediction and provides an explanation within the
same model. This is novel as compared to classic
post-hoc explainability methods that are built on
top of existing machine learning models. As such,
the generated explanations more closely reflect the
decisions made by the veracity prediction model.
In addition to this, we show that large transformer
models are flexible enough to multitask, and are

Automated fact-checking (AFC) systems exist
to combat disinformation, however their complexity makes them opaque to the end user,
making it difficult to foster trust. In this paper,
we introduce the E-BART model with the hope
of making progress on this front. E-BART
is able to provide a veracity prediction for a
claim, and jointly generate a human-readable
explanation for this decision. We show that
E-BART is competitive with the state-of-theart on the e-FEVER and e-SNLI tasks. In addition, we validate the joint-prediction architecture by showing 1) that generating explanations does not significantly impede the model
from performing well in its main task of veracity prediction, and 2) that predicted veracity and explanations are more internally coherent when generated jointly than separately. Finally, we also conduct human evaluations on
the impact of generated explanations and observe that explanations increase human ability
to spot misinformation and make people more
skeptical about claims.

1

Introduction

Automated fact-checking (AFC) makes use of natural language processing (NLP) techniques to determine the veracity of a claim. The problem is
defined in the following way: given a statement
(claim) and some evidence, determine whether
the statement is true with respect to the evidence
(Stammbach and Ash, 2020). This is a challenging
task for a human, let alone an autonomous system (Graves, 2018). However, AFC systems are
able to approximate this process of evidence retrieval and synthesis with some degree of success
(Stammbach and Ash, 2020; Vlachos and Riedel,
2014). The benefits and applications of an AFC
system are numerous. The problem of disinformation is not new, however the rate of which it
propagates has continued to increase, largely aided
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which produce a classification and an extractive
summary. Kotonya and Toni (2020) take a similar approach but tailor their model to the public health domain. The pipeline utilises SentenceBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to filter the
evidence, a BERT-based veracity predictor, and a
separate BERT-based summarisation model. The
work by Kotonya and Toni (2020) differs from
Atanasova et al. (2020) as it produces abstractive explanations, which are generally more coherent and similar to the way a human would generate a summary, rather than extractive explanations
which take sentences verbatim from the evidence.
The framework proposed by Stammbach and
Ash (2020) also produces abstractive explanations, but places higher emphasis on the evidence
retrieval process. The framework consists of two
components: 1) an evidence retrieval and veracity prediction module, and 2) an explanation generation module. The first component is an enhanced version of the DOMLIN system (Stammbach and Neumann, 2019), which uses separate
BERT-based models for evidence retrieval and
veracity prediction. For explanation generation,
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), a large pertained
multi-purpose NLP model based on the Transformer, is used in ‘few-shots’ mode to generate a
summary of the evidence with respect to the claim.
The system we present in this paper differs to
the existing literature as rather than using two separate models for the veracity prediction and explanation generation, a single model is used to output
both a veracity prediction and an abstractive summarisation.

thus able to explain their actions without detriment
to the original task. This allows human end users
to better interface with transformer models, fostering a more trustworthy relationship between humans and deep learning models.
We specifically address the following research
questions:
• RQ1: How can we design a deep learning model to classify information truthfulness
and, at the same time, generate a natural language explanation supporting its classification decision?
• RQ2: Can such model result in both accurate
classification decisions and high quality natural language explanations?
• RQ3: Are machine-generated explanations
useful for humans to better assess information truthfulness?
By creating an automated system that is capable of both evaluating the truthfulness of a statement and simultaneously generating a humaninterpretable explanation for this decision, it is
hoped that automated fact-checking systems will
become more widely adopted.

2

Related Work

2.1 Existing Explainable-AFC Models
A number of techniques for generating explanations to accompany AFC decisions have been proposed. Saliency-based methods, such as those proposed by Shu et al. (2019) and Wu et al. (2020),
use attention mechanisms to highlight the input
that is most useful in determining the veracity prediction and present this information to the end user
as a form of explanation. Logic-based approaches
make use of graphs (Denaux and Gomez-Perez,
2020), rule mining, and probabilistic answer set
programming (Ahmadi et al., 2019) to output a series of logical rules that result in a veracity prediction. This set of rules constitutes an explanation. While these methods are highly transparent
and logical, the resulting explanation is not always
human-readable (Ahmadi et al., 2019).
Summarisation techniques provide an explanation by summarising the retrieved evidence.
The system proposed by Atanasova et al. (2020)
utilises DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) to pass
contextual representations of the claim and evidence to two task-specific feed-forward networks

2.2 BART Transformer Architecture
BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is a transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) model that aims to generalise the capabilities of both BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and GPT-style models. It consists of a bidirectional encoder, similar to BERT, as well as
an auto-regressive decoder, similar to GPT. BART
is pre-trained on a de-noising task whereby input
text is corrupted and the model aims to reconstruct
the original document, minimising the reconstruction loss. In contrast to existing de-noising models, BART is more flexible in that it is not trained
to rectify a specific type of input corruption, but
rather any arbitrarily corrupted document.
The pre-trained BART model can be fine-tuned
to a number of downstream tasks. The authors
19

noted that the model performs comparably to other
models, such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019b), on
natural language inference tasks. They also note
that BART outperforms current state-of-the-art
models on natural language generation tasks, such
as summarisation (Lewis et al., 2020; Shleifer and
Rush, 2020). Its ability to perform well on these
two contrasting tasks made it an attractive choice
as the base model for a system that can jointly predict the veracity of a claim, an inference task, and
provide an explanation, a generative task.

3

A Model for Jointly Predicting and
Explaining Truthfulness

Many of the systems in the reviewed literature use
separate Transformer models for veracity prediction and explanation generation. Outlined here
is our proposed architecture, E-BART, that jointly
outputs a veracity prediction, as well as a humanreadable, abstractive explanation addressing RQ1.
To adapt the BART-large encoder-decoder
model to this downstream task, a ‘joint prediction’
head was developed. This head sits atop the BART
model, and manipulates the transformer hidden
states into the form of the desired output. Both the
BART base model and the joint prediction head
can be fine-tuned as a single unit to customise pretrained BART weights to the joint prediction task.
The joint prediction head is depicted in green
in Figure 1. The head takes as input the final decoder hidden state embeddings. It then passes all
embeddings to a single feed-forward layer to produce a series of logits which form the basis of the
predicted explanation. To facilitate classification,
the hidden state embeddings corresponding to the
final sequence separator token (</s> in BART)
are extracted and passed to a small feed-forward
network to shape the output to the desired number
of classes. The logits obtained from this are then
passed to a final soft-max layer to produce probabilities for each class. Unlike in BERT which uses
embeddings corresponding to the [cls] token
which is pre-pended to the input to perform classification, in BART the final sequence separator token is used instead as the decoder can only attend
to the left of the current token. This conditions
the classification on the entire input sequence. It
is instructive to consider the training and inference
processes separately, as they differ slightly due to
the auto-regressive nature of the BART decoder.
During training, the encoder generates hidden

Figure 1: E-BART Training configuration.

Figure 2: E-BART Inference process.

states from the tokenised input that are then injected into the decoder. The tokenised gold summary is presented to both the input and summarization output of the decoder, with the input
shifted right by one token. This conditions the
decoder to predict the next token given the current token. Concurrently, the classification labels
are presented to the classification output of the
joint prediction head. The loss is calculated as
the weighted sum (with parameters α and (1 − α))
of the Cross Entropy Loss computed between the
summarisation logits and the gold summary, and
the Cross Entropy Loss between the classification
logits and the ground truth classification.
Figure 2 shows the inference process. Running inference on the model begins by running
20

the encoder with the tokenised input to generate
the encoder hidden states, as before. In contrast
to the training process, the decoder is presented
with the start sequence token (<s> in BART),
and generates logits auto-regressively, guided by a
beam search. The final phase of inference runs the
decoder with the entire generated sequence presented at its input. At this point, the joint prediction head extracts the embeddings corresponding
to the token immediately before the final sequence
separator token from the generated sequence. This
is done to mirror the training process. These embeddings are passed to the classification component of the joint prediction head, and then to a
soft-max layer to produce the final classification.

BARTSmall, was trained on the subset of the eFEVER training set that did not include null explanations. This resulted in 40,702 examples. To
process the data, the “+” character used to separate page titles from evidence was removed. The
model inputs were tokenised and formatted as:
“<s> claim </s> evidence </s>”. The veracity labels were made numerical and explanations
were tokenised in a similar manner. The processed
dataset was used to fine-tune the BART-large
model with joint prediction head for 3 epochs. Our
second model, E-BARTFull, was trained in exactly the same way as the first, however it was
trained using the entire e-FEVER training set, including examples with null explanations.

4

4.3 Evaluation Methodology

Experimental Evaluation

The development split of the e-FEVER dataset
was prepared identically to the training split, producing e-FEVER Full and e-FEVER Small which
do, and do not, include examples with null explanations, respectively.
When evaluating the veracity prediction accuracy of the models, it was noted that including the
“Not enough info” class could under-represent
the actual classification performance. Take the example in Table 1, which has a ground truth label
of “Not enough info”. Manual inspection shows
that the explanation and evidence indicate that the
claim is indeed refuted, which was correctly predicted by our model. Hence we report two sets of
results, one with, and one without examples that
have a e-FEVER label of “Not enough info”.

4.1 Datasets
To evaluate the proposed models we make use of
different datasets. The FEVER dataset consists
of 185,445 claims, associated evidence, and veracity labels. The claims were generated by manipulating sentences taken from Wikipedia, and
are labelled with either “Supports”, “Refutes”, or
“Not enough info” based on whether the evidence
entails the claim (Thorne et al., 2018).
The e-FEVER dataset by Stammbach and Ash
(2020) augments the original FEVER dataset
(Thorne et al., 2018) with explanations generated
by their framework. It consists of 50,000 examples from the FEVER train set, and 17,687 from
the development set. This provides a resource with
claims, retrieved evidence, veracity labels, and explanations.
The e-SNLI dataset (Camburu et al., 2018) extends the SNLI dataset (Bowman et al., 2015)
with human-generated explanations for each of the
570k examples. The SNLI task is to take two
sentences and predict whether one entails, contradicts, or is neutral with respect to the other. eSNLI adds complexity by also requiring a generated explanation for the label.

4.4 Evaluation Results on Original FEVER
To compare with existing models, we report the
classification performance of E-BART on the original FEVER development set. The DOMLIN system (Stammbach and Neumann, 2019) was used
for evidence retrieval (discarding its veracity predictions) to provide evidence for 17k out of the
20k examples in the development set. We use our
E-BART models to generate veracity predictions
for the 17k examples, and then label the remaining
with ‘Not enough info,’ as specified in the DOMLIN paper. Results are reported for the development set rather than the test set, as ground-truth
labels were not published for the latter.
On the FEVER dataset, E-BARTSmall and EBARTFull achieved label accuracies of 75.0 and
75.1, respectively, outperforming state-of-the-art
methods. For comparison, other published model

4.2 Training Methodology
To investigate RQ2 and evaluate the performance
of the proposed model on the FEVER and extended e-FEVER tasks, two different versions of
the model were trained. In the e-FEVER dataset,
if the GPT-3 component decided that the retrieved
evidence was insufficient, it would produce a default ’null’ explanation. Our first model, E21

Table 1: Ground truth label is “Not enough info” and predicted label is “Refutes”.

Claim

Evidence

Generated Explanation

Marnie was directed by someone who was
“The Master of
Nothing”.

Alfred Hitchcock Sir Alfred Joseph Hitchcock (13 August
1899-29 April 1980) was an English film director and producer, at times referred to as “The Master of Suspense”.
Marnie (film) Marnie is a 1964 American psychological
thriller film directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Marnie was directed by Alfred
Hitchcock,
who
was “The Master
of Suspense”.

planation compared to something more succinct is
largely subjective and dependent on the system’s
use case. In Tables 1, 3 and 4, we present examples from the development set.

accuracies on this dataset include: BERT-BASED
74.6 (Soleimani et al., 2020), DOMLIN 72.1
(Stammbach and Neumann, 2019), UCL MR 69.7
(Yoneda et al., 2018), UNC 69.6 (Nie et al., 2019),
and UKP-Athene 68.5 (Hanselowski et al., 2018).
E-BART compares favourably to the existing literature despite the e-FEVER training set having
95k less examples compared to FEVER, which
the other models were trained on. It is hypothesised that the performance improvements are derived from using BART as a base model, and from
requiring the model to further attend to the most
relevant evidence in forming an explanation. The
most noteworthy comparison is between E-BART
and DOMLIN, which use identical evidence retrieval mechanisms, thus isolating the contribution
of E-BART over standard veracity predictors.

4.6 Evaluation Results on e-SNLI
The e-SNLI task presents a similar challenge to eFEVER, whereby the entailment between two sentences is predicted (similar to predicting veracity
of a claim with respect to evidence), and an explanation is generated.
A different version of the E-BART model was
trained specifically on this dataset. The data
was prepared by enumerating the labels, removing noisy data, and tokenising the summaries. The
first and second sentences were concatenated and
tokenised in the same way as the claim and explanation for the e-FEVER evaluation.
On the test e-SNLI dataset, E-BART achieved a
label accuracy of 90.1 and a BLEU score of 32.70.
The model proposed in conjunction with the eSNLI dataset, e-INFERSENT, achieved an accuracy of 84.0 and BLEU score of 22.4 (Camburu
et al., 2018). In calculating the BLEU metric for
the explainable models, the first two gold explanations were used as references as per (Camburu
et al., 2018). As a further comparison, the following are the best performing models published in
the literature1 which, however, do not provide explanations: CA-MTL 92.1 (Pilault et al., 2021),
SemBERT 91.9 (Zhang et al., 2020), MT-DNN
91.6 (Liu et al., 2019a), SJRC 91.3 (Zhang et al.,
2018), D-CRCo-AN 90.1 (Kim et al., 2019), and
LMTransformer 89.9 (Radford et al., 2018).
The performance of E-BART compares
favourably with the state-of-the-art for this
different task, corroborating the result from the
FEVER task, and further confirming that E-BART

4.5 Evaluation Results on e-FEVER
Table 2 shows the results obtained on the development e-FEVER dataset. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no other results reported on
this recent dataset, hence we present a comprehensive snapshot of E-BART’s performance.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, both our models performed better on e-FEVER Small, which contained less inconclusive examples. More surprising is the consistency of E-BART’s performance regardless of whether it was trained on eFEVER Small or e-FEVER Full. This indicates
that E-BART is robust to situations where evidence is sparse. Table 3, qualitatively shows that
the model can even express the fact that it was not
able to find relevant evidence.
The ROUGE metrics evaluate the consistency
between the generated and e-FEVER dataset explanations, but are not necessarily representative
of explanation quality. For instance, the explanation generated by GPT-3 may include some additional information compared to E-BART. Whether
this additional information results in a better ex-

1
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
snli/
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Table 2: Effectiveness of the models on the e-FEVER dataset.

Model

Dataset

Accuracy
no N.E.I

Accuracy
full

ROUGE
1

ROUGE
2

ROUGE
L

ROUGE
Sum

E-BARTSmall
E-BARTSmall
E-BARTFull
E-BARTFull

eFEVER Small
eFEVER Full
eFEVER Small
eFEVER Full

87.2
85.4
87.1
85.2

78.2
77.1
78.1
77.2

73.581
59.447
64.530
65.511

64.365
50.177
55.283
57.598

71.434
57.697
62.691
64.071

71.585
57.782
62.820
64.144

Table 3: Ground truth label is “Supports” and predicted label is “Supports”.

Claim

Evidence

Generated Explanation

CBS is the
network that
aired
The
Millers

The Millers The multi-camera series aired from October 3,
2013 to July 18, 2015 and ran 34 episodes over two seasons
on CBS. CBS announced the cancellation of The Millers
on November 14, 2014, four episodes into the show’s second season.

The Millers aired on CBS,
however it does not say
whether it was the network that aired it.

is flexible enough to provide explanations without
compromising its performance on the main task.
To compliment the BLEU metric, we provide
some examples in Tables 5 and 6 for manual
verification of explanation quality.

four and no additional gradient accumulation.
The results in Table 7 indicate that the prediction performance of both types of model is almost identical, with Separate-BART being slightly
more effective. Manual inspection of the generated explanations revealed that both were of a similar quality in terms of expressiveness and cohesiveness. This experimental result reinforces what
was seen in the practical evaluations on e-FEVER
and e-SNLI: that E-BART is able to jointly provide an explanation without diminishing the performance on its main task.

4.7 Validating the Use of Joint Models:
Experiment 1
To further investigate RQ2 and test the ability of
our joint models, we compare the performance of
E-BART to a pipeline that produces a veracity prediction and generates an explanation using two independent models. To ensure that the results between the two methods are comparable, the architecture and training methodology was kept as consistent as possible. The separate pipeline, which
we term Separate-BART, uses a BART-based sequence classifier, and a BART-based model for
language generation. Both E-BART and SeparateBART were initialised with the same pre-trained
weights, and were trained and evaluated on eFEVER Small. However due to memory constraints, the inputs were truncated to a maximum
length of 256 tokens (which only truncated 4.56%
of examples). In addition to this, a virtual batch
size of 32 was used (batch size four, with eight
gradient accumulation steps) to overcome convergence issues. When training the sequence generator model, a batch size of two with two gradient
accumulation steps was used, also due to memory
restrictions on available hardware. In comparison,
the joint model was trained with a batch size of

4.8 Validating the Use of Joint Models:
Experiment 2
This experiment aims to investigate whether the
internal consistency between the predicted veracity and predicted explanation differs between the
joint and separate models. We use the same EBART and Separate-BART models from Experiment 1, but train an additional ’judge’ model to
predict the veracity of a claim, given an explanation. The ground truth veracity labels and dataset
explanations from e-FEVER Small were used to
train the BART-based sequence classifier. As such,
its weights are not conditioned on those of EBART or Separate-BART, meaning that it is independent from both models.
We run the experiment by taking the claims
from the development set and the predicted explanations from E-BART. The claims and explanations are then passed to the ’judge’ model to
23

Table 4: Ground truth label is “Refutes” and predicted label is “Refutes” (E-BART˙Small Model).

Claim

Evidence

Gold Explanation

Generated Explanation

Janet
Leigh was
incapable
of writing.

Janet Leigh Janet Leigh (born Jeanette Helen Morrison; July 6, 1927-October 3, 2004) was an American
actress, singer, dancer and author. Janet Leigh She
also wrote four books between 1984 and 2002, including two novels.

Janet Leigh
was capable
of writing.

Janet Leigh wrote
four books between
1984 and 2002, including two novels.

Table 5: Ground truth label is “Entailment” and predicted label is “Entailment”.

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Generated Explanation

One tan girl with a wool hat is running and
leaning over an object, while another person in a wool hat is sitting on the ground.

A tan girl runs
leans over an
object

One tan girl with a wool hat is running
and leaning over an object is a rephrasing of a tan girl runs leans over an object.

been shown to improve assessment quality (Kutlu
et al., 2020). In the second version (Task 2), we
provided participants with both the claim and the
explanation generated by our E-BART system and
ask for an assessment and justification. Thus,
the only difference between Task 1 and 2 is the
absence or presence of the E-BART explanation.
Each worker has been asked to assess the truthfulness of four claims, two labelled in the ground
truth as “Supports”, and two labelled as “Refutes”.
Each claim has been assessed by ten distinct human participants. To avoid bias, we performed a
randomisation process while generating the claimparticipant assignments (i.e., in the MTurk HITs).
For consistency, we kept the same assignments
(i.e., same HITs) for the two versions of the task.
Participants were only allowed to complete one
version of the task. To ensure high quality of the
collected data and to avoid adversarial behaviour,
we required participants to spend at least 2 seconds on each task page.

produce a veracity prediction. This ’judge’ veracity prediction is then compared against the veracity prediction from E-BART, and the accuracy is
computed. The process was repeated for SeparateBART, and the results are presented in Table 8.
The results show a higher accuracy for E-BART
as determined by the ’judge’ model. This provides
indication that the veracity prediction and explanation generated by E-BART are more consistent
with each other than those generated by SeparateBART. Ultimately this means that joint models are
one step closer to being truly interpretable compared to models that generate explanations separately in a post-hoc manner. While this is not conclusive proof, it does provide some evidence that
there are consistency gains to be made when using
joint prediction and explanation models.
4.9 Testing the Impact of Explanations
To address RQ3, we experimentally validated the
benefit of explanations generated by our model
with human annotators, performing the crowdsourcing study detailed in the following. We collected the data using the Amazon MTurk crowdsourcing platform. To test the impact of machinegenerated explanations of truthfulness, we deployed two versions of the same human annotation task. In the first version (Task 1), we provided
participants with a claim from the FEVER dataset
and we asked them to provide a truthfulness assessment on the true/false binary scale along with
a sentence justifying their assessment, as this has

Figure 3 shows the external agreement between
the ground truth and the crowd when considering
both the individual participant judgments and the
judgements aggregated over the ten participants
assessing the same claim using majority vote. As
we can see from the figure, the accuracy of the participants in Task 2 is higher than the ones of Task
1 (0.70 for Task 1 and 0.74 for Task 2 for the individual; 0.83 for Task 1 and 0.90 for Task 2 for the
aggregated judgments). The differences are statistically significant according to the Mann-Whitney
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Table 6: Ground truth label is “Neutral” and predicted label is “Neutral”.

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Generated Explanation

A young family enjoys
feeling ocean waves
lap at their feet.

A young man and woman
take their child to the
beach for the first time.

Just because a young family enjoys feeling ocean
waves lap at their feet does not mean that they
take their child to the beach for the first time.

Table 7: Effectiveness of the joint and separate models.

Accuracy
no N.E.I

Accuracy
full

Rouge
1

Rouge
2

Rouge
L

Rouge
Sum

87.2
88.1

78.2
78.9

73.581
73.070

64.365
63.634

71.434
71.005

71.585
71.136

122

34

226

False

5

crowd

True

Supports

93

47

213

9

0

26

False

crowd

True

21

5

0

26

expert

17

expert

Refutes

U test at the p < 0.05 level for both the individual
and the aggregated judgements. We can additionally observe that the display of explanations (i.e.,
Task 2) reduces the number of false positives (i.e.,
claims that are false but are erroneously perceived
as being true by human subjects) from 122 to 93;
Thus, it appears that the explanations automatically generated by our E-BART model have the effect of making people more skeptical about claims
(see also Table 3 for an example). Performing simple aggregations and under condition of Task 2, we
are able achieve 90% non-expert label accuracy,
which is a promising step towards crowdsourced
truthfulness annotations (Roitero et al., 2020).

167

expert

86.8
85.8

Refutes

91.8
90.4

138

expert

Accuracy
full

Supports

E-BART
Separate-BART

Accuracy
no N.E.I

Supports

Model

Task 2
Refutes

Task 1

Table 8: Internal consistency of the joint and separate
models.

Refutes

E-BART
Separate-BART

False

crowd

True

Supports

Model

False

crowd

True

Figure 3: External agreement between ground truth and
crowd for raw (first row) and aggregated (second row)
truthfulness assessments. Task 1 shows just the claim
while Task 2 shows the claim and the natural language
explanation generated by our E-BART model.

Conclusions

trust in the system. Finally, human evaluation
of the impact of generated explanations revealed
that the explanations provided by E-BART generally make people more accurate in detecting misinformation and more skeptical of a claim they encounter online.

In this paper we explored the potential of AFC
models jointly making a prediction and providing a human-readable explanation for that prediction. To this end, we proposed the E-BART architecture and evaluated its performance on the extended FEVER and SNLI tasks. Experimentation
revealed that E-BART could achieve results comparable to the state-of-the-art and simultaneously
generate coherent and relevant explanations. We
argued that jointly predicting explanations makes
AFC systems more transparent, and fosters greater
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Abstract

Network (GNN) in Machine Learning (ML) are
utilized to generate these synthetic media.
Currently, a myriad of scholarly works concentrate on specific Deep Learning techniques —
types of neural network model in which the model
is trained to restore (copy) the input data known as
auto encoders, GAN Models that involves a generator and discriminator in building an image closer
to the original, High-definition face image generations, Conditional GANs (CGAN) that generate
data while controlling attributes by giving attribute
information in addition to images during training,
face swapping techniques and speech synthesizing
techniques (Guarnera et al., 2020). These studies
are more influenced by the Deepfake generation
and detection methods. However, the advancements of these scholarly works and the democratization of these technologies made it easy for any
individual to generate realistic fake media content which could have been difficult previously.
Apart from the incident that incepted Deepfake
in 2017 where celebrity faces were used to create phonographic videos using Deepfake technologies (Burkell and Gosse, 2019), the incidences
such the British energy company scammed by
voice Deepfake technology (Stupp, 2019) in 2019
and recently the arrest of a Japanese student for
posting pornographic videos that synthesized the
face of a celebrity using Deepfake technology by
training the model for about a week, using 30,000
images per video where the case is believed to be
the first criminal case in Japan which Deepfake
technology was abused (Times, 2020) can be highlight as emerged abuse of using Deepfakes. In addition to these, more recently(March 10th 2021),
a mother in Pennsylvania used Deepfake technology to forge photos and videos to show drinking, smoking and nakedness to trap a teammate
of a high school daughter who works as a cheerleader (Guardian, 2021) and the article written in

The appearance of Deepfake tools and technologies in the public is proliferating. Scholarly research is very centered on technology
of deepfake but sparse in understanding how
the emergence of deepfakes impacts society.
In this systematic review, we explored deepfake scholarly works that discuss societal implications than the technology-centered focus.
We extracted studies from major publication
databases - Scopus, Web of Science, IEEEXplore, ACM Digital Library, Springer Digital
Library and Google Scholar. The corpus reflects patterns based on their research methodologies, area of focus, and the distribution of
such research. Out of 787 works, 88 were
highly relevant, with the majority of the studies being reviews of the literature. While research focus is generally drawn upon exploring security related harms, less focus is put on
issues such as ethical implications and legal
regularities for areas other than pornography,
psychological safety, cybercrimes, terrorism,
and more. The field research for Deepfake social impact research is emerging and this paper
brings more insights drawn from a methodical,
subject focused and distribution point of view.

1

Introduction

The rapid development of technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Deep Learning (DL)
revolutionized the way we create and consume
content. As a byproduct of this revolution, we
witness emerging technologies such as Deepfake
which may potentially harm and distress social
systems. Deepfakes are synthetic media generated using sophisticated algorithms which reflect
things that did not happen for real but computer
generated for manipulation purposes (Westerlund,
2019). In many cases, specific methods of Deep
Learning which involve training generative neural networks — autoencoders, Generative Neural
28
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Search Database
Springer Online Database
IEEE
ACM
Web of Science
Scopus
Other (Google Scholar)
Total

Newyorker inquires ethical implications of Deepfake voice by narrating the movie about celebrity
chef Anthony Bourdain in July ‘15th, 2021 (Ronsner, 2021). Together, all such incidences have
demonstrated the emerging threats unresting the
social process.
Although Deep Learning technologies are versatile and could be useful in revolutionizing various industries, these incidents collectively raise
concerns about the societal problems emerging
from them. There is ample work in computer science on automatic generation (Yadav and Salmani,
2019; Caldelli et al., 2021) and detection of Deepfakes (Maksutov et al., 2020; Rana and Sung,
2020), but to date there are only a handful of social
scientists who have examined the social impact of
Deepfake technology. In this paper, we conducted
a systematic literature review to understand the existing landscape of research that examines the possible effects Deepfakes might have on people, to
understand the psychological dynamics of deepfakes and to discover how it impacts society. In
particular, we hope to examine the following two
research questions:

Hits
177
154
264
137
55
NA
787

Selected
17
11
8
41
2
9
88

Table 1: Summary of the results retrieved by running
the search query and manually filtering by reviewing
according to the inclusion criteria.

2

Methods

We obtained articles for our systematic review by searching popular scientific search
engines and repositories—Springer Digital
Database,IEEEXplore, ACM Digital Database,
Web of Science, and Scopus. Most systematic
reviews incorporate Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses protocols (PRISMA) explained in details by Moher
et al. (2015).We followed a similar structure
to this literature review with particular interest
in understanding the two previously mentioned
research questions. We used the following search
query in all 5 databases and in addition to this,
used Google Scholar to search any other relevant
preprints or non-peer reviewed articles to bring
more inclusively to the research which may not
have been listed in ACM, Scopus, IEEE, Web of
Science or any other database.

• Q1: What types of research conducted between 2017-2021 to understand the psychological and social dynamics and societal implications of Deepfake?
• Q2: What is the distribution of Deepfake research between 2017-2021 that explores any
type of psychological dynamics and its societal implications?

{Deepfake OR Artificial Intelligence}
AND Misinformation

The objective of this systematic study is to highlight the types of research carried out to understand the social dynamics of Deepfake and identify any gaps in the researches that need further
discussions on social implications and concerns
that arise from the technology. This exploration
of research related to social processes and the implications of Deepfake will provide necessary projections, and point to scholarly work in this area
where social scientists could make a useful contributions by understanding any lack of new directions. Since deepfake attributes in Deep Learning
and Machine Learning, much advancement and research has occurred in the field of computer science. In addition, with the democratization of accessible technology to a wider audience, necessary
attention is paramount in order to understand the
societal implications of this phenomenon.

We did not restrict our search to only journal papers, but allowed any peer reviewed paper, or commentary in an article, critical review or even workin-progress papers including the preprints. After
the search terms provided the dataset, we used two
experienced researchers to filter the research based
on an inclusion criteria, we were particularly careful to select the results only if the manuscripts examined perceptions of Deepfake or its impact to
human interaction or discussed the social implications of Deepfakes. In other words, articles that
discussed a pure technology perspective (such as
GAN), or studies to find new techniques for Deepfake detection’s were eliminated as irrelevant to
this study. Figure 1 describes the process conducted to obtain the relevant data to the analysis.
29

work beyond the review of the Deepfake social
phenomenon. At the same time, we also examined
whether or not the corpus focused on several domain areas addressing Deepfake social issues. We
incorporated word clouds on each abstract to support subjective judgment on categories and focus
areas.
To answer the RQ2, on the distribution of research in Deepfake psychological dynamics and
its societal implications, we described descriptive
statistics with a network analysis that understands
the connections with its type of research and emphasis. At the same time, to highlight the emphasis of the paper, we highlighted the generated word
clouds, specifically depict the categorical flows
based on the frequencies, and used the network diagram using Gephi software to illustrate the author
distributions among the selected papers.

Figure 1: Flow of the systematic review

2.1 Dataset
Our initial search query extracted 787 articles
from 5 databases. The extracted results were then
combined to a single data file and two researchers
collectively further filtered based on the inclusion
criteria depicted in Figure 1 by manually reviewing the abstracts. In addition to these filtered articles, additional papers were added based on the
relevant research found by Google Scholar and we
labeled this source as “Other”. Although a Google
Scholar advance search returned 3420 hits, given
the depth and spread of the articles we focused
only on the first 20 pages which had 200 hits and
selected 9 highly relevant papers not included in
any databases.Out of these, 4 papers were from
journals and, 2 universities repositories which was
not listed in any of the 5 databases. Another 2
were preprints and currently under review, 1 commentary from Nature. We found 79 highly relevant
papers from the 5 original databases and with the
Google Scholar results had 88 papers selected for
analysis.A breakdown is depicted in Table 1.

3

Results and Discussion

Overall,the majority of the results from the query
resulted scholarly work related to Deep learning,
AI and ML learning technologies, and its improvements in creating or detecting Deepfake. Only 88
out of 787 were selected as those research works
were found to be discussing the psychological dynamics, social implications, harms to the society,
ethical standpoint, and or solutions from the a
social-technological point of view.
3.1 RQ1: Types of research
Examining the abstracts and full text of the articles, we identified that each article could be
categorized based on 11 types of research—
Systematic review, Review based on Literature,
Philosophical mode of enquiry, Examines, Experiment, Network Analysis, Content Analysis,
Design, Conceptual Proposal, Commentary and
Analysis by Examples. Although these categories
are based on the subjective judgment of the authors, it provides a solid understanding to the conducted research based on its main objectives and
methods.
A magnified view of this dataset (88) revealed
that the majority (30) of the papers focused on critical reviews based on the previous literature and
slightly above half of the papers (21) conducted
active experiments using real users to explore the
social and psychological dynamics of perceiving
Deepfakes or understanding their impact. Only
one study was performed a network analysis based

2.2 Measures
To answer RQ1, we analyzed all 88 papers using their full text, summarized the key phrases,
highlighted major findings in the respective papers
and identified any themes under which the article
could be categorized. Based on the summary and
key phrases, it was evident that the corpus can be
categorized by a common methodological standpoint. For example, we realized that each article
can be categorized by whether it conducted an experiment to understand social dynamics or had any
sort of methodical analysis to understand social
impact or if it was produced as a result of an extensive critical review by positioning any premises or
even if it provided a conceptual proposal or frame30

on Deepfake discourse and limited other research
papers focused on rest of the methods as depicted
in Figure 2. Apart from the methodology point of
view, we also derived key categories of the papers
based on its focus area. Although our key interest centered upon Deepfake and its social impact,
we observed that these relevant research covered
a wider range of focus areas in different subject
domains. These areas ranged from security aspects, pornography, legal concerns, Deepfake media, specifically video and images, psychological
perspectives, political perspective, human cognition perspectives, and more. Therefore, to specifically answer RQ1, we describe the details of these
methodologies and focus areas in the following
sections.

are transitioning from e-terrorism to upcoming online terrorism, as well as the linearity to hypercomplexity by malicious use of AI and living in
the post-truth era of a social system. Since his
research article not only provides critical review
based on past literature but also the authors theoretical and qualitative research experience with
participation and working as a counter terrorism
expert in related projects, we also intersected this
with a new category: Examines. Through our fulltext analysis, we observed that many other Review based on Literature scholarly work intersects with the Examines category. In these types
of articles, we observed authors critically providing their experience or using their point of view
as a metaphor to build constructs. All together
we found 11 out of 30 papers categorized as Review based on Literature illustrated this intersection. For example, the review article by Hancock and Bailenson (2021), attempts to understand
the possible effects Deepfakes might have on people, and how psychological and media theories
apply. In addition, the article by Öhman (2019)
brings a philosophical mode of enquiry to a pervert’s dilemma, an abstraction about fantasizing
sexual pornography and argues that ethical perspectives underline dilemmas by using the literature and theories. Similar placement of arguments and concepts supported by review of literature can be found in articles by Taylor (2021),
Kerner and Risse (2021), Langa (2021), Ratner (2021), Harper et al. (2021), Langguth et al.
(2021) and (Greenstein, 2021). However, we also
derived 4 research articles that falls in the category of Examines without a dominating critical literature review—For example, an article was
compiled while examining US and British legislation indicating legislative gaps and inefficiency in
the existing legal solutions and presenting a range
of proposals of legislative change to the constitutional gaps in porn (Mania, 2020). The article
examines current online propaganda tools in the
context of the different information environment
and, provides examples of its use, while seeking to educate about Deepfake tools and the future of propaganda (Pavlı́ková et al., 2021). Another study examines the problem of unreliable
information on the internet and its implications
for the integrity of elections, and representative
democracy, in the U.S. (Zachary, 2020) and another study that addresses the economic factors

Methodology used in Deepfake social
implication research
Although methodical approaches for research are
not new, our analysis of the 88 highly relevant papers for the social or psychological implications
of Deepfake reflected that most of the research
in this domain is still developing and many researchers are critically evaluating and analyzing
Deepfake phenomena from the previous literature,
discussing potential future outcomes. We categorized this type of research as Review based on
Literature and from our corpus, the earliest research on critical reviews of Deepfake social implications occurred in 2019 (although the term
“Deepfake“ first time in 2017 (Westerlund, 2019)).
Research by Westling (2019) raise questions about
to understanding whether the Deepfake phenomena is shallow or deep and how society might react
to these technologies. Specifically the paper critically analysed and predominantly provided nuances to the technology that generates deep fake
media and its uses, showing that society has never
relied solely on the content as a source of truth.
Similarly Antinori (2019) provides an extensive
narration to Deepfake and relates its consequences
to terrorism. The author does not follow a systemic approach, however there is a critical discussion of the Deepfake focus on the near future of security threats by using examples of previous literature and emphasizing the need of awareness, law
enforcement, and policymakers to implement effective counter terrorism’s strategies. While providing this background and previous work, the
author also articulates his stance on the subject
emphasizing that as a globalized community, we
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to the social issues found with in the Deepfake applications (Öhman, 2019; Ziegler, 2021; Floridi,
2018; Hazan, 2020; Kwok and Koh, 2021).
However, since the developments in the area of
social implications of Deepfakes are yet growing,
we observed only 2 Systematic Review types of
research that explain in detail of the growing body
of literature and its systematic analysis (Godulla
et al., 2021; Westerlund, 2019). The first systematic review used English-language deepfake
research to identify salient discussions; and the
other used 84 publicly available online news articles to examine what deepfakes are and who produces them, and the benefits and threats of deepfake technology in 2021 and 2019 respectively.
However, apart from these critical reviews, examiner papers, analysis by examples and systematic reviews, we found one other methods that
could be classifed into the same theme but distinct
in its narration of the information as it is made
as a personal opinion or commentary to certain
events. We named this category as Commentary
Bases which often provides short narrative for the
question of the future of technological implications (Kalpokas, 2021; LaGrandeur, 2021; Beridze
and Butcher, 2019; Strickland, 2018, 2019).

Figure 2: Scholarly work distribution based on the
year it was published, the Published databases and its
Methodology

that make confrontational conversation more or
less likely in our era and brought viewpoints in the
Deepfakes which becoming more widespread on
the dark web (Greenstein, 2021) are falling in to
this Examines category.
However, alongside review based articles and
articles that conducted extensive examinination,
we also derived another category. Although this
category is similar to the methods we previosuly
stated, it is distinguished by the way it positions
its point of views. We noticed that this type of
articles is extensively based on use cases, examples of incidences or more descriptions of theoretical and informational AI and Deepfake technologies. We name this category Analysis by Example and found 5 papers fall under its umbrella. Articles in this category includes Pantserev (2020),
through their examples of Deepfakes in the modern world, and the internet-services, Amelin and
Channov (2020) study the use of legal regulation
in use of facial processing technologies, and Caldwell et al. (2020) study possible applications of
artificial intelligence and related technologies in
the perpetration of crimes, Degtereva et al. (2020)
studied the general analysis of risks and hazards
of the technologies and analysis examples of legal remedies available to victims. We also identified a category named Philosophical Mode of
Enquiry which includes papers that use a philosophical point of view in premising their enquiry

As a next category of methodology, we observed that 21 out of 88 papers depicted some sort
of experiment using human subjects to understand
any impact and social implications of Deepfake
and we named this category Experiment. In this
category we observed researchers such as Khodabakhsh et al. (2019) used 30 users to examine
human judgment on Deepfake videos, Caramancion (2021) used 161 users to explore the relationship between a person’s demographic data, political ideology and the risk of him/her falling prey
to Mis/Disinformation attacks. The largest study
conducted by Yaqub et al. (2020) used 1,512 users
to explore the impact of four types of credibility
indicators on people’s intent to share news headlines with their friends on social media. Similarly,
Dobber et al. (2021) studied effects on political attitudes using 271 users, Köbis et al. (2021) studied
the inability of people to reliably detect Deepfakes
using 210 users. Their research particularly found
neither by educating or introducing financial incentives improves their detection accuracy experimented and many other similar studies contained
in this category. Apart from experiments, we also
found research articles proposing frameworks or
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solutions to Deepfake societal issues by conceptualizing theoretical frameworks (Cakir and Kasap,
2020; Kietzmann et al., 2020b,a) named as Conceptual Proposals. Beyond conceptual proposals, we also found that some articles consisted
clear design goals with implementation plans or
some some artifacts designed as solutions to the
issues of Deepfake societal issues (Chi et al.,
2020; Qayyum et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2018;
Sohrawardi et al., 2019; Inie et al., 2020). Thus
we introduced a category named Design.
Apart from such dominated methods to observe
social implications and perceptions of Deepfakes,
we also found 7 articles that followed the Content Analysis method. Three used Twitter data
as their corpus (Maddocks, 2020; Oehmichen
et al., 2019; Hinders and Kirn, 2020) and two
studies analyzed the article content in news media
(Brooks, 2021; Gosse and Burkell, 2020); each
study conducted analyses using YouTube comment discourses about Deepfakes (Lee et al.,
2021) and journalist discourse (Wahl-Jorgensen
and Carlson, 2021) to understand the social implications of the Deepfakes phenomenon. Althogh,
similar to these studies, we categorized one more
study as Network Analysis and it conducted semantic content analysis using Twitter data relating
to Deepfake phenomena (Dasilva et al., 2021) to
understand the social discourse.

Figure 3: All 88 papers are categorised based on its
main methodological and focus are of the research.
Highlighted in color are the first five focus areas based
in the higher frequency - Security, Synthetic Media,
Psychology,Legal Regulation and Political are the top
5 focus areas.

framework for preventing fake news while introducing various design issues (Chi et al., 2020). At
the same time security focus research has been visible in the research method of “Analysis by Example” where Degtereva et al. (2020) conduct a general analysis to understand the risks and hazards
of the technologies used today and highlight the
need for a wider application and enhancement of
Deepfake technology to fight Cyber Crimes. Similarly, Pantserev (2020) analyses a wide range
of examples of deepfakes in the modern world
and the Internet-services that generate them with a
key focus on security. Their research also depicts
a clear sub focused area of Psychological Security as they try to understand the threats Deepfake
cause to society and its impacts.

Range of focus areas examining Deepfake and
its social implications
Apart from the key categorization towards research methods, we examined the significant research questions these research methods are used
to solve. This aids us in categorizing the Deepfake
social research based on the subject areas which
it is focused. We derived 30 main focus areas
these research articles primarily concentrate on,
followed by 44 sub-focused areas. This flow is
graphically represented in the alluvial diagram in
Figure 3. At the interest of space for this paper, we
highlight the top 5 focus areas of research.
As it appears, the highest interest of focus is
drawn upon Security related issues relating to the
social implications of Deepfakes. A significant
number of research relating to security are foreseeing harms and threats to the society through
“Review of literature“ (Repez and Popescu, 2020;
Taylor, 2021; Kaloudi and Li, 2020; Rickli and
Ienca, 2021). More security focus research is conducted based on a “Design” of a blockchain-based

The next highest focus area of literature solves
problems relating to “Synthetic Media.” These
are mostly considered as the Deepfake in the the
mode of Videos. We observed that most researchers have used Synthetic media to conduct
“Experiments” and “Content Analysis.” For instant, Iacobucci et al. (2021) test whether a simple priming of deepfake information significantly
increases users’ ability to recognize Synthetic media, Hwang et al. (2021) examined the negative
impact of deepfake video and the protective ef33

fect of media literacy education; and Murphy and
Flynn (2021) examined how Deepfake videos may
distort the memory for public events, yet found
it may not always be more effective than simple misleading text. Other than these, Brooks
(2021) used “Content Analysis” to analyze popular news and magazine to understand impact of
Synthetic media. Interestingly, the article argues,
that if fake videos are framed as a technical problem, solutions will likely involve new systems and
tools or if fake videos are framed as a social, cultural, or as an ethical problem, solutions needed
will be legal or behavioral ones. On the other
hand, in this article, the focus of Synthetic media
also expand to the sub focus to examine the societal Harm/Threats. Similarly, Hinders and Kirn
(2020), empathize that digital photos are so easy
to manipulate, yet deepfake videos are more important to understand as deepfake synthetic media
(video evidence) could be deliberately misleading
and not easy to recognize as fake. Apart from
content analysis, focus on synthetic media narrowed the focus for a few commentary based articles: one examines Deepfake video implications
on Facebook (Strickland, 2019), and two other
articles focus examining Deepfake videos challenges with a sub focus on understanding Future
Challenges (Kalpokas, 2021; LaGrandeur, 2021).

Figure 4: Word clouds from abstracts identified as focusing Pornography (top) and in all articles (bottom)

vide implications for users of social media, social media platforms, technology developers, and
broader society. The research focusing on Legal Regulation extensively worked on Deepfake
pornography, discussing its ethical perspective,
consequences, and legal framework to take action (i,e ‘(Karasavva and Noorbhai, 2021; Delfino,
2020; Gieseke, 2020). Few others had sub-focus
on discussing the threats and harms (O’Donnell,
2021), Terrorism (Antinori, 2019) and specific to
facial processing technologies (Amelin and Channov, 2020). The Political focus researches have
been extensively worked on election related consequences of Deepfakes and few focused on the journalists discourse to shape political context (WahlJorgensen and Carlson, 2021), explored the relationship between political and pornographic deep
fakes (Maddocks, 2020) and discussed the threat
of Deepfake online propaganda tools (Pavlı́ková
et al., 2021).

The next highest set of research articles focus
mainly on the areas of Psychological, Legal Regulation, and Politics. Interestingly, all Psychological focus research conducted as experiments
except for one that focuses on the Psychological
impact of Deepfake through a review of literature (Hancock and Bailenson, 2021). In experiments, Yaqub et al. (2020) explore the effect of
credibility signals and how they perceived any individual to share fake news Khodabakhsh et al.
(2019) focus on understanding the vulnerability of
Human judgement to Deepfake. Ahmed (2021b)
examines the social impact of Deepfakes using an
online survey sample in the United States. This
investigates psychological aspects of the impact
of Deepfake while examining the concerns of citizens regarding deepfakes, exposure to deepfakes,
inadvertent sharing of deepfakes, the cognitive
ability of individuals, and social media news skepticism. Cochran and Napshin (2021) provided
psychological aspects of Deepfakes by exploring
factors impacting the perceived responsibility of
online platforms to regulate deepfakes and pro-

3.2 RQ2: Distribution of the research
In the previous sections, we partially stated the
distributions of research methods and focus areas
by utilizing Figure 2 and 3. Further, we expanded
the knowledge of the landscape for Deepfake research that concentrates on its societal impacts by
examining the yearly distribution of the relevant
research. As depicted in Figure 2, the yearly projection reflects a trend for studies which explore
the social implications by Deepfake are emerg34

Figure 5: [Left] A bipartite graph created using source as the authors and targets as the papers. [Right] The
Bipartite graph filtered based on the degree centrality larger than 2.

ing since 2019 and 2021 has the highest number
of such researches(42) even before the year 2021
ends.

thor has written the papers. Ranked by the degree
centrality (how many authors written how many
papers), the graph revealed the lowest degree centrality as 1 and the highest as 8. Filtering the network to reflect if there are any 2 or more authors
collaborated in writing these social research types
we filtered the graph into 2 to 8 degree centrality.
Interestingly, this resulted only two authors had 2
degrees relationship. in one instance, the same author wrote two different papers while collaborating with multiple other authors (Kietzmann et al.,
2020b,b); in the other instance the same author has
written two papers without any author collaborations (Ahmed, 2021c,a).

We generated word clouds for each abstract and
one common word cloud combining all 88 abstracts to make sense of what we examined and to
summarize the analysis of the full text of the articles. The top word cloud in the Figure 4 generated
from a abstracts which we categorized as Pornography (Gieseke, 2020) and it hows its words are
cantered on pornography; The bottom shows the
word cloud from all abstracts which reflects Deepfake as the central theme and yet highlights, other
focus areas we identified that greatly resonated in
our categorizations. Finally, to better understand
the distribution of the authors of these papers, we
generated bipartite networks using the author list
with the titles of the papers they have written (Figure 5). Nodes represent the authors (pink), papers
(green), and the edges point from the authors to
the papers. It appears that researchers who explore Deepfake social implications are almost not
connected to each other as the clustering coefficient indicates 0.0 and nearly 30% of Papers written by 70% of authors and the highest number of
relationship consisted one degree as a single au-

4

Conclusions

Our study reflects a comprehensive review of
Deepfake research which discusses the social implications of Deepfake as the primary focus opposed to the reviews to the technology itself. We
selected 88 highly relevant papers to our study
and based on the methodical aspects, we found 11
types of studies that could be categorized. Out of
all 88 papers, we also found that majority of studies focus on research relating to security and discuss the possible harms and threats to the social
35

echo system. Much debated issues such as ethical implications to Deepfake, the regulatory or legal solutions other than pornography, such as making awareness or educative activism to other type
of harm specially, the cyber crimes and terrorism
are much sparse in the landscape. Our results suggest that the social science of Deepfakes is emerging, but such research has been conducted independently thus far. Given that Deepfakes and related AI technologies are weaponizing, the social
implications of Deepfakes should be more investigated with an interdisciplinary effort.
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Abstract

both scale to large number of fact-checks and have
expert journalists manually checking and evaluating the veracity of posted information, human-inthe-loop systems have been considered (Demartini
et al., 2020; Allen et al., 2021; Nakov et al., 2021).
Human-in-the-loop information systems aim at
leveraging the ability of machines to scale and
deal with very large amounts of data while relying on human intelligence to perform very
complex tasks—for example, natural language
understanding—or to incorporate fairness and/or
explainability properties into the hybrid system
(Demartini et al., 2017). Example of successful human-in-the-loop methods include ZenCrowd
(Demartini et al., 2012), CrowdQ (Demartini et al.,
2013), CrowdDB (Franklin et al., 2011), and
Crowdmap (Sarasua et al., 2012). Active learning methods (Settles, 2009) are another example
where labels are collected from humans, fed back
to a supervised learning model, and then used to
decide which data items humans should label next.
Related to this is the idea of interactive machine
learning (ML) (Amershi et al., 2014) where labels
are automatically obtained from user interaction
behaviors (Joachims and Radlinski, 2007).
While being more powerful than pure machinebased methods, human-in-the-loop systems need
to deal with additional challenges to perform effectively and to produce valid results. One such
challenge is the possible noise in the labels provided by non-expert humans. Depending on which
human participants are providing labels, the level
of data quality may vary. For example, making
use of crowdsourcing to collect human labels from
people online either using paid micro-task platforms like Amazon MTurk (Gadiraju et al., 2015)
or by means of alternative incentives like, e.g.,
‘games with a purpose’ (Von Ahn, 2006) is in general different from relying on a few experts.
There is often a trade-off between the cost and

Automatically detecting online misinformation at scale is a challenging and interdisciplinary problem. Deciding what is to be considered truthful information is sometimes controversial and difficult also for educated experts. As the scale of the problem increases,
human-in-the-loop approaches to truthfulness
that combine both the scalability of machine
learning (ML) and the accuracy of human contributions have been considered.
In this work we look at the potential to automatically combine machine-based systems
with human-based systems. The former exploit supervised ML approaches; the latter involve either crowd workers (i.e., human nonexperts) or human experts. Since both ML
and crowdsourcing approaches can produce
a score indicating the level of confidence on
their truthfulness judgments (either algorithmic or self-reported, respectively), we address
the question of whether it is feasible to make
use of such confidence scores to effectively
and efficiently combine three approaches: (i)
machine-based methods; (ii) crowd workers,
and (iii) human experts. The three approaches
differ significantly as they range from available, cheap, fast, scalable, but less accurate
to scarce, expensive, slow, not scalable, but
highly accurate.

1

Introduction

The challenge of identifying online misinformation has been rapidly growing given the increase
in popularity of online news consumption as well
as the ability to profile and micro-target social media users. Fighting the spread of online misinformation is a multi-disciplinary issue which requires
both technical advances to process large amounts
of false digital information as well as to understand the societal context in which such spreads
happen. In order to best deal with the need to
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the quality of the collected labels. On the one
hand, it may be possible to collect few highquality curated labels that have been generated
by domain experts, while, on the other hand, it
may be possible to collect very large amounts of
human-generated labels that might not be 100%
accurate. Since the number of available experts
is usually limited, to obtain both high volume and
quality labels, the development of effective quality
control mechanisms for crowdsourcing is needed.
Crowdsourcing as a method to collect labels to
train veracity classification systems has recently
been investigated (Roitero et al., 2020a,b; Soprano
et al., 2021; Roitero et al., 2021).
Rather than seeing these data collection approaches as mutually exclusive, in this paper we
focus on the possibility of combining machinebased truthfulness classifiers, non-expert annotators, and experts. In particular, we focus on the
notion of confidence, i.e., the estimate of the reliability of the prediction—given by either a machine
or a human annotator.
More in detail, in this paper we focus on the
following research questions:

by ML models or human annotators (either selfreported or implicit).
Different types of ML methods are able to produce not only a classification decision, but to also
attach a score that indicates how confident the algorithm is about the made decision. This is possible for a diverse set of methods, from decision
trees to deep learning.
Poggi et al. (2017) consider a complete
overview of 76 state-of-the-art confidence measures for ML; Mandelbaum and Weinshall (2017)
discuss distance based confidence scores in the
case of neural network based classifiers; Guo et al.
(2017) detail a methodology to correctly interpret
and compute confidence scores from ML models.
Trusting classification decisions solely based on
algorithmic confidence may be risky. Once manually labelled data has been collected, trained models may reflect existing bias in the data. An example of such a problem is that of ‘unknown unknowns’ (UUs) (Attenberg et al., 2015), that is,
data points for which a supervised model makes
a high-confidence classification decision, which is
however wrong. This means that the model is not
aware of making mistakes. UUs are often difficult
to identify because of the high-confidence of the
model in its classification decision and may create
critical issues in ML.

• RQ1: Can algorithmic and self-reported human confidence scores be used to reliably estimate the quality of truthfulness decisions?
• RQ2: Do humans and machines make similar or different mistakes in classifying truthfulness?

Quantifying decision confidence can also be
done when decisions are made by human annotators. Hertwig (2012) discuss the role of confidence in the “wisdom of the crowd” paradigm.
They point out how human confidence may be
influenced by social interaction and the presence
of others’ annotations. Joglekar et al. (2013) describes methods to generate confidence intervals
in order to capture crowd workers’ confidence and
bound accuracy scores. Jarrett et al. (2015) consider workers’ self-assessment and investigates
whether workers confidence correlates with quality and observe that self-evaluation is not indicative of their actual performance. This is consistent
with findings by Gadiraju et al. (2017). Related to
this observation, Li and Varshney (2017) show that
workers annotation performance does not increase
when considering the confidence scores to weight
their contribution. Song et al. (2018) consider
worker confidence in the setting of a labeling task
performed with active learning techniques. Difallah et al. (2016) look at how to schedule labeling
tasks to optimize their execution efficiency.

• RQ3: Can scarce expert annotator resources
be integrated in such human-in-the-loop
systems to intervene in cases when both
crowd workers and machine-based truthfulness classifiers fail to correctly label an item?
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to understand the relationship between the
effectiveness and confidence of the set including
machine-based methods, crowd workers, and experts in a truthfulness classification task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3
details the methodology used in our study. We
report and analyze our results in Section 4. Section 5 concludes by summarizing our findings and
describing future work.

2

Related Work

In this section we summarize approaches computing and making use of confidence scores generated
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3.2 Machine Learning for Truthfulness
Classification

More than just human self-reported confidence,
it is possible to implicitly measure confidence by,
for example, computing inter-assessor agreement
metrics. Nowak and Rüger (2010) study interannotator agreement and show how annotation
quality can be improved when considering agreement scores to aggregate labels. Aroyo and Welty
(2013) study the relationships between gold questions and workers agreement stating that agreement metrics do not necessary correlate with quality but may uncover alternative views on possible
way to label data. Checco et al. (2017) discuss
agreement measures applied to crowdsourcing and
propose an alternative measure that is able to deal
with sparse and incomplete data. Maddalena et al.
(2017) incorporate assessor agreement into information retrieval evaluation metrics. In our work
we make use of inter-annotator agreement metrics
as a measure of human annotator confidence and
quality.

3

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a
language representation model based on performing a bidirectional training of a transformer based
model. The core part of the model is the encoder / decoder architecture (Devlin et al., 2019),
which is formed by different steps: the tokenization and numericalization of the input sequence
followed by a set of embedding layers, which learn
during the training phase a multidimensional embedding for each input token. Then, the learned
representation is enriched with the context information represented with the positional encoding
of the tokens built using the Multi Head (Self)
Attention mechanism, which is fundamental to
learn a better language model. In the BERT architecture multiple encoder / decoder blocks are
stacked together to form the model. This architecture allows BERT to encode the entire input sequence at once, and perform two training
task simultaneously: Masked Language Model
and Next Sentence Prediction. The truthfulness
classification task has been carried out using the
BERT model pre-trained for classification tasks
(bert-base-uncased2 ) fine-tuned with expert truthfulness labels on political statements. We
use the output of the last softmax layer as the ML
classification confidence score we use in our analysis.

Methodology

3.1 Dataset
We make use of manual truthfulness labels obtained from a crowdsourcing experiment as presented by Soprano et al. (2021). The crowdsourcing task was performed as follows. After an initial background survey phase, crowd workers are
presented with 11 political statements, one after
the other; 6 statements are taken from PolitiFact
(Wang, 2017), 3 from ABC,1 and 2 are used as
quality checks. For each statement, according to
the design defined by Roitero et al. (2020a), workers are asked to provide a truthfulness label. Additionally to the design by (Roitero et al., 2020a), we
ask workers to also provide a confidence score on
the expressed truthfulness label on a Likert scale
in the [−2, 2] range. The dataset contains a total
of 120 statements from PolitiFact: 10 for each of
the two political parties and for each level of the
six-level truthfulness scale used by the expert assessors to evaluate the statements, and a total of 60
statements from ABC: 10 for each of the two political parties and for each level of the three-level
truthfulness scale used by the expert assessors to
evaluate the statements.

GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation) by (Pennington et al., 2014) is a word vector
learning technique which produces a vector space
model similar to word2vec. The fundamental idea
behind GloVe and word2vec is to learn, given a
large corpus, a set of tuples containing a word and
its context; then, the model is trained to predict the
context given the specific word. Unlike word2vec
which captures only the local context of a word,
GloVe considers also the global context, implemented through a co-occurrence matrix. A feedforward architecture with two dense layers (6 and
1 node, respectively), and a soft-max layer at the
end. In Section 4 we only report results obtained
with BERT for space constraints but results obtained with GloVe were similar.

1
https://apo.org.au/collection/302996/
rmit-abc-fact-check

2
https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-uncased
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3.3 Crowdsourcing for Truthfulness
Classification

then, we run the ten models on the dataset and,
similarly to what we do for crowdsourced labels,
we compute the standard deviation over the ten
scores collected for each document.

With the crowdsourcing task design presented in
Section 3.1, we collect non-expert labels from
Amazon MTurk for 180 statements across different ground-truth truthfulness levels and different sources. In order to compare against supervised binary ML classifiers, we binarize human
labels (originally collected on a 5-point [−2, 2]
Likert scale) by considering {−2, −1} as the
False Statements class and {1, 2} as the
True Statements class. We also binarize the
6-level Politifact scale and the 3-level ABC scale
expert labels.
We use both crowd labels aggregated by the sum
of the scores given by the 10 different workers
who judged the same statement, as well as using
the raw labels and confidence scores provided by
individual crowd workers. We remove both the 20
ABC labels with an in-between value and the 5
aggregated crowd labels with a 0 value, as they do
not indicate a binary classification decision. We
are then left with 159 statements which we use in
our analysis.
Thus, we generated a dataset that contains, for
a total of 159 statements, truthfulness labels produced by ML models, non-expert crowd workers,
and experts (i.e., ground truth labels) together with
the respective confidence scores (experts are assumed to have max confidence).

4

Results

4.1 ML and Crowd Accuracy
First we report on the truthfulness classification
accuracy of both ML and crowd-based methods to
label the truthfulness of statements in the dataset.
As compared to expert ground-truth labels, ML
models and crowd workers (with truthfulness labels for a statement aggregated by means of sum
as raw labels are in [−2, 2]) perform at a similar
level of accuracy (GloVe: 64.5%; BERT: 63.52%;
word2vec: 62.9%; crowd: 55.3%). Thus, in the
following we only report the results obtained on
the most effective ML model.
Next, we explore the opportunity of combining these approaches for truthfulness classification
by leveraging confidence-based combinations as
well as involving scarce expert annotator resources
when most beneficial.
4.2 ML and Crowd Confidence
Figure 1 shows both the ML (i.e., GloVe) and
crowd confidence for the non-aggregated labels
with a breakdown on the correctly and not correctly classified statements. Note that the ML and
crowd confidence scores are shown in two separate plots since they are on two separate and not
comparable scales: ML confidence scores are obtained from the bootstrap techniques applied to the
soft-max layer of the ML algorithm which returns
values in the [0.5, 1] range, while the crowd confidence score is self-reported by each crowd worker
on a [-2,2] scale. As we can see from Figure 1,
ML confidence scores are almost always slightly
lower on average for statements in which ML decisions are wrong and higher when ML correctly
classify them (i.e., easy statements), even if such
differences are small and not statistically significant. We see that crowd confidence shows the
same behavior. Thus, answering RQ1, it seems
raw confidence scores may be a weak signal indicating accurate classification decisions, thus leading to risks of undetectable classification errors
(i.e., unknown unknowns) especially for the case
of non-expert human annotators.
We now look at the confidence scores for the
aggregated crowd labels; these confidence scores

3.4 ML and Crowd Confidence
To compute the crowd and machine learning confidence, we proceed as follows. For crowdsourced
labels, we consider both the confidence scores
self-reported by individual crowd workers, as well
as the standard deviation among the ten crowd labels collected for each document. We refer these
two scores respectively as explicit and implicit
confidence scores.
Concerning the machine learning approaches,
we cannot directly use the scores returned by the
model in their last soft-max layer. Such scores
can not be treated as confidence scores as shown
in previous studies (Guo et al., 2017). Thus, to
compute the machine learning confidence scores,
we employed the bootstrap technique (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1985): starting from a specific machine learning model, we produced ten different
variations of such model obtained by varying the
random seeds used in the initialization procedure;
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Figure 1: ML and explicit crowd confidence scores for raw crowd labels over correct and incorrect truthfulness
classifications.

Figure 2: ML (left) and crowd confidence; both explicit (center plot) and implicit (right plot) for aggregated labels
over ground-truth classes.

are obtained by taking the average value for each
statement over all the workers who assessed it.
Figure 2 shows, similarly to Figure 1 but with a
breakdown on statement truthfulness rather than
the correctness of its classification, the confidence
for both ML and crowd truthfulness classification
decisions.

score can act as a proxy for the other. Figure 3
shows on the x-axis the aggregated crowd confidence scores, on the y-axis the ML confidence;
each dot is a statement; the different colors in the
plot highlight a breakdown on either correctly and
incorrectly classified statements by both the ML
and the crowd. As we can see by inspecting the
plots as a whole, both implicit and explicit crowd
confidence show the same behavior when compared to ML confidence. Moreover, as we can see
from inspecting the plots individually, the confidence scores for the statements correctly classified
by both human and machine methods are spread
across the plot; this is a further confirmation that
trusting both ML and crowd confidence scores can
lead to classification errors. If we now focus on
the top-right and bottom-left part of the plots, we
see that it contains dots of different colors; this indicates that even when both methods have either
a high (top-right) or low (bottom-left) confidence
scores the accuracy is similar. Again, this is a further confirmation of phenomena observed so far
which indicates that both ML and crowd confidence scores should not be trusted.

As we can see from the plots, the mean confidence score for the ‘true’ statements is higher
(although not significantly different according to a
Mann-Whitney test) than the confidence score on
the ‘false’ statements for confidence scores; on the
contrary, for ML confidence scores the aggregated
confidence scores are slightly higher (although not
significantly different either) for the ‘false’ statements. This indicates that, similarly to what was
observed for Figure 1, it seems that aggregated
confidence scores are a weak signal indicating accurate classification decisions, and it should not be
used as it may lead to undetectable classification
errors.
We now move to study the relationship between
ML and aggregated crowd confidence scores, to
see if they are correlated and if one confidence
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Figure 3: ML versus explicit (left plot) and implicit (right plot) crowd confidence with a breakdown on classification errors.

Summarizing the results observed so far, we
can conclude that both ML and crowd confidence scores should be inspected carefully and
not blindly trusted, as they can lead to classification errors. Furthermore, we observed a peculiar but interesting behavior for crowd confidence
scores; both explicit (i.e., the scores submitted by
the workers) and implicit (i.e., the ones automatically derived by considering the standard deviation of the truthfulness labels as submitted by
the workers) confidence scores show a very similar behavior when compared to ML confidence
scores; thus, this set of preliminary results hints
that implicit confidence scores can act as a proxy
for explicit scores if the aim is to compare them
with ML scores. Thus, researchers and practitioners can avoid asking for explicit confidence scores
if their focus is on accuracy and comparison with
ML confidence scores, reducing the effort required
by the crowd workers when performing the task.

Figure 4: explicit versus implicit crowd confidence
with a breakdown on classification errors.

and each statement shows a different implicit and
explicit scores. Thus, if the focus of research and
practitioners is purely on crowd confidence scores,
implicit and explicit ones are substantially different. In the following we will focus on the relationship between effectiveness and confidence of
the models, to investigate which crowd confidence
scores provide a more informative signal when related to effectiveness.
We now turn to investigate whether the confidence and effectiveness of the methods used to
predict the truthfulness of the statements are related. To this aim, we break down the confidence
scores into quartiles and for each quartile we plot
the accuracy of the considered method. Figure 5

To verify if this conjecture holds in general,
we compared the explicit and implicit crowd confidence scores. Similarly to Figure 3, Figure 4
shows on the x-axis the aggregated crowd implicit
confidence scores, and on the y-axis the aggregated crowd explicit confidence scores; each dot
is a statement; the different colors in the plot highlight a breakdown on either correctly and incorrectly classified statements. As we can see from
the plot, while implicit and explicit crowd confidence scores show a very similar behavior when
compared to ML confidence (see Figure 3), we
can see that the two measures are not correlated,
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if such signals can be leveraged to improve the
classification accuracy and the label quality when
assessing the truthfulness of statements.
To this aim, and to answer RQ3 about the potential involvement of experts, we perform the
experiment as detailed in the following. Starting from the original dataset, for both ML and
crowd, we replace the labels (i.e., the classification decisions for statements) that have the lower
confidence scores with their corresponding ground
truth label (i.e., the label as provided by the experts, which we assume to be always correct).
Then, we re-compute the effectiveness of either
the ML or crowd approach, measured by accuracy.
To ensure a fair comparison, we also report the effectiveness of two baselines to compare against:
the replacement with the ground truth label for a
random statement in the dataset (repeated 50 times
to remove random fluctuations of the series), and
the replacement of the statements according to an
oracle, which always replaces the statement that
lead to obtain the highest increase in effectiveness.
While the former baseline represents the average
random case, the latter represents the optimal replacement selection strategy.

Figure 5: Confidence versus accuracy: group statements by quartiles of confidence scores and plot 4
points; both for ML and crowd.

shows the results, by displaying in the x-axis the
confidence quartile, and in the y-axis the corresponding accuracy score; each series represent either the ML or crowd effectiveness scores. As we
can see from the plot, there is no apparent clear
pattern for all the series, even though it appears
that the ML effectiveness scores overall observe a
slight increase as the confidence scores itself increases, while the crowd scores, and in particular the implicit ones, observe a slight accuracy decrease while confidence increases.
Answering RQ2, we can see from the plots in
Figure 3 and focusing on the yellow and blue statements, that there are many statements for which
one of the two methods (i.e., ML or crowd) results
in correct classification decisions, but the other
method does not. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows
that there is no clear signal that an increase in confidence is related to an increase in accuracy scores,
for both ML or crowd.
While this negative results hint that it appears
challenging to make use of confidence scores to increase the effectiveness of such methods and identify the cases where one of the two methods (i.e.,
ML or crowd) results in correct classification decisions but the other method does not, this set of results suggests the opportunity to investigate those
signals in order to build an effective human-in-theloop system which combines non-expert human
and machine truthfulness classification together to
obtain better quality decisions. We will discuss
such approach in the following.

Figure 6 shows in the x-axis the number of
statements which have been replaced in the original dataset, and in the y-axis either the ML or
crowd accuracy scores; the three series represent
the oracle, the random choice, and our strategy
based on replacing the statements according to
their confidence scores, replacing the ones with
lower confidence first. As we can see focusing on
the plot on the left side of Figure 6, the ML effectiveness increases as the replacements are done by
removing the statements with lower confidence;
we can also see that such strategy is always on
average as effective as the random selection strategy, or even worse for same data points; both series are far less effective than the oracle. This results suggests that ML confidence can not act as
a proxy for effectiveness, and thus it can not be
leveraged (at least not in a naive way) to increase
the model accuracy. This is not a definitive result and it suggest that there is room for improvement and it can be seen as an opportunity to study
and develop novel methods to leverage confidence
scores with the aim of identifying mis-classified
statements and improving the overall model effectiveness. We leave for future work the analysis
of more sophisticated approaches based on confi-

4.3 Can Confidence Be Leveraged?
Having studied the signal provided by both the ML
and crowd confidence scores, we now investigate
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Figure 6: ML (left) and crowd (explicit, center; implicit, right) accuracy after replacing their labels with expert
labels for statements (i) selected by an oracle (maximizing accuracy on each replacement), (ii) with lowest confidence, or (iii) uniformly at random.

cision process.

dence or other signals. As we can see from the
plot on the center of Figure 6, the same phenomena can be observed for crowd aggregated scores
when explicit confidence scores are used. On the
contrary, the situation changes when implicit confidence scores are used, as it can bee seen by inspecting the plot on the right side of Figure 6; such
plot shows that, as the number of replacements
grows, the accuracy of the methods grows and
slightly over-performs the random replacement of
statements. This is a positive result as it suggests
that implicit confidence signals from crowd workers can be leveraged to increase the effectiveness
of such method when employed to classify misinformation statements. These results are consistent
with our previous observation on the lack of signal
in ML confidence scores and that of previous work
(Gadiraju et al., 2017; Li and Varshney, 2017) indicating that self-reported reliability is not accurate in crowdsourcing (i.e., highly confident crowd
workers often make mistakes).

5

Our results show that, while ML and crowd
confidence scores are not related to effectiveness,
they can be leveraged to increase the effectiveness of the misinformation system. In this respect, implicit crowd confidence is a better indicator of effectiveness than crowd workers’ selfreported confidence. We have also observed that
ML and non-expert crowd workers make different mistakes, and their predictions do not agree
in general. This result opens up to the opportunity of identifying more effective ways to combine these two approaches to increase the effectiveness of misinformation detection systems. Finally, we have shown that crowd workers and in
particular their confidence scores can be leveraged
to increase the effectiveness of systems when experts fact-checkers are brought into the loop in the
cases where automatic ML or non-expert crowd
workers are not confident on the submitted labels.
While our preliminary results are promising,
there is still large room for improvement in making the most out of limited expert annotator resources; we believe this work is a first step towards the identification of signals for building an
effective human-in-the-loop pipeline for misinformation assessment.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we studied how ML and non-expert
crowd workers classify the truthfulness of statements. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to study a human-in-the-loop
pipeline for truthfulness classification which involves machines, non-experts (crowd workers),
and experts (fact-checkers). In particular, we focused on both accuracy and confidence of the different approaches. We looked at both the accuracy
and confidence signals alone, and we also studied their combination and their correlation; finally,
we looked at identifying potential ways to leverage such signals and to combine them in order to
improve the effectiveness of the classification de-
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Abstract

achieve best results. It is typically modelled as a
four class problem, where posts replying to a rumour are classified as supporting; denying; questioning; or commenting on the rumour (Procter
et al., 2013). In particular, the RumourEval 2017
(Derczynski et al., 2017) and 2019 (Gorrell et al.,
2019) shared tasks demonstrated that RSC is a
highly imbalanced problem, where the most informative classes, namely support and deny, are the
minority classes.
Previous research on RSC, however, has focused predominantly on English, with the exception of Lozhnikov et al. (2018) for Russian and
Lillie et al. (2019) for Danish. In the former,
a small dataset (958 data points) composed of
tweets and comments to media headlines is used
to train RSC classifiers with word embeddings
as features achieving 0.865 of macro-F 1. In the
latter, annotated Reddit posts in Danish (DAST)
are used to train RSC classifiers using a varied
feature set that includes word embeddings, partof-speech, sentiment, and meta-data information.
DAST has 3, 007 data points and the best model
(SVM) achieves 0.421 of macro-F 1.
This paper presents, to the best of our knowledge, the first study on cross-lingual RSC. We explore both multilingual BERT (MBERT) (Devlin
et al., 2019) and machine translation (MT) approaches for zero-shot learning, and MBERT for
few-shot learning as well as to train a full multilingual model. We make use of English, German, Russian and Danish RSC datasets, aiming
to transfer the knowledge from English into other
languages. Although our best results for Russian
(macro−F 1 = 0.506) and Danish (macro−F 1 =
0.352) are not directly comparable to the performance of the respective language-specific models from prior work, we argue that cross-lingual
RSC is a harder problem and that, given the small
number of data points, previous work may be suf-

Social media tend to be rife with rumours,
which often have such high velocity and volume that fact-checkers struggle with debunking them with traditional methods. Prior research on English rumours has demonstrated
that one can analyse the reactions (i.e. stance)
expressed by social media users towards rumours, which ultimately enables automated
flagging to journalists highly disputed rumours. This paper presents the first study
of cross-lingual rumour stance classification.
Through experiments with zero- and few-shot
learning and in three languages (German, Danish and Russian), we show that models trained
on English data can be used successfully for
predicting stance in other languages. In the
few-shot case, we also show that only few
data points in the target language are needed
to achieve the best results. In a multilingual
setting, results for English are also further improved. Our results highlight the potential
of multilingual BERT and machine translation
for rumour analysis in languages where annotated data is scarce or not readily available.

1

Introduction

Social media are rife with rumours, which are fastspreading, unverified pieces of information (Zubiaga et al., 2018). Journalists, however, are struggling to analyse misinformation in real time and at
scale, thus motivating research into automatic rumour detection and analysis. A key rumour analysis task is rumour stance classification (RSC)
(Li et al., 2019b; Dungs et al., 2018; Aker et al.,
2019). RSC is useful, for instance, to flag rumours in a human-in-the-loop model, where factcheckers could rely on crowd-based information,
i.e. replies that support or deny a given rumour
(Karmakharm et al., 2019). State-of-the-art automatic models for veracity prediction have also
successfully used stance information in order to
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fering from overfitting. Moreover, the models
trained in previous work require reliable Natural
Language Processing tools (e.g. part-of-speech
taggers, sentiment analysers) readily available in
languages other than English, which is not usually
the case. Nevertheless, ours is the first study to
apply established multilingual models to perform
cross-lingual RSC and thus enable RSC in lowresourced languages.

2

mourEval datasets. They design a simple BERTbased model combining with threshold-moving,
ranking first and second in RumourEval 2017 and
2019 respectively.
However, RumourEval datasets only consider
English posts. To the best of our knowledge,
Lozhnikov et al. (2018) (for Russian) and Lillie et al. (2019) (for Danish) are the only previous work tackling RSC for languages other than
English. For both, datasets are created following the same annotation scheme as RumourEval,
i.e. replies to comments are annotated in one
of the four classes (for more details about these
datasets see Section 3.1). In (Lozhnikov et al.,
2018), feature-based classifiers are trained, using
pre-trained word embeddings for Russian. They
achieve an impressive 0.865 of macro-F 1, with
great performance for support and deny classes.
In the work for Danish, they experiment with a
LSTM classifier and several feature-based models,
using the DAST dataset. Different feature types
were explored, including textual information, sentiment, bag-of-words, part-of-speech, word frequency and information from the Reddit metadata.
Their best model, achieving 0.421 of macro-F 1,
is an SVM trained with hyperparameter optimisation and feature selection (e.g. Reddit-based features are not included in this model). (Lillie et al.,
2019) is also the first work to present cross-lingual
veracity prediction. Veracity classifiers are trained
relying on language independent information using the PHEME dataset (Zubiaga et al., 2016) for
training and DAST for testing and vice-versa. Results suggest that cross-lingual models are comparable to monolingual models.

Related Work

In this section we discuss work related to RSC, focusing on the RumourEval datasets. RumourEval
is a shared task, organised as part of SemEval
in 2017 and 2019, comprising two subtasks: (A)
stance classification and (B) veracity prediction.
In A, the stance classification is formulated as a
four-class classification problem, where replies to
a social media post (source) can support, deny,
query or provide a comment to the source. Subtask
B consists of predicting the veracity of a rumour
in social media, based on the text and/or metadata features. Successful systems in task B have
also used the result of RSC as features (Li et al.,
2019a,b). RSC (as formulated in the RumourEval
datasets) is different from traditional stance classification tasks, since it also proposes the query
class, useful in the rumour identification scenario.
In addition, as pointed out by Scarton et al. (2020),
in RSC, classes have different importance, with
support and deny being the most interesting class
for the task. This is particularly useful for humanin-the-loop application, where knowing if a reply
is denying or supporting a post is more informative
than if the reply is a comment.
Previous research in this area mainly focuses on
the special characteristics of the datasets. Kochkina et al. (2017) employ Long Short Term Memory
networks (LSTM) to capture the sequential nature
of tweet threads. Yang et al. (2019) propose an inference chain-based system that utilise the information of the whole conversation. Task-specific
features are also designed to boost the classifier
performance (Aker et al., 2017; Bahuleyan and
Vechtomova, 2017; Ghanem et al., 2019). Dealing with skewed distribution towards the comment
class is another significant direction as most of the
systems suffer the low performance over the minority classes, especially the deny class. Li and
Scarton (2020) compare the performance of traditional imbalanced data treatments on the Ru-

Although these two previous work represent an
advance in RSC for languages other than English,
the processing of collecting monolingual annotated data is expensive and time-consuming to be
feasible for all languages. In addition, they assume that NLP resources, such as pre-trained word
embeddings, part-of-speech taggers and sentiment
analysis models, are readily available in the language under study, which is not a reality for most
languages other than English. Therefore, it is
important to explore approaches that enable lowresourced languages to benefit from the relatively
large amount of English training data. Although
cross-lingual approaches have been investigated
for various NLP problems (Stappen et al., 2020;
Chidambaram et al., 2019; Eriguchi et al., 2018),
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EN(training)
EN(test)
DE (test only)
DA(training)
DA(test)
RU(training)
RU(test)

Support
841 (19.8%)
94 (9.0%)
48 (17.0%)
184 (8.2%)
89 (11.5%)
35 (5.0%)
23 (8.6%)

Deny
333 (7.8%)
71 (6.8%)
13 (4.6%)
232 (10.4%)
68 (8.8%)
36 (5.2%)
10 (3.7%)

Question
330 (7.8%)
106 (10.1%)
18 (6.4%)
61 (2.7%)
20 (2.6%)
139 (20.1%)
53 (19.9%)

Comment
2,734 (64.5%)
778 (74.1%)
203 (72.0%)
1756 (78.6%)
597 (77.1%)
481 (69.6%)
181 (67.8%)

Table 1: Data distribution of classes in each dataset (values in parenthesis are the percentages of each class).

958 pairs divided into 17 threads covering different topics (Lozhnikov et al., 2018).3
For monolingual and few-shot learning experiments, we divide the Danish and Russian datasets
into training and test sets. For Danish, eight
events are used for training (ISIS, Kost, MeToo,
Overvågning, Peter Madsen, Politik, Togstrejke,
and Ulve i DK) and three for testing (5G, HPV
vaccine, and Donald Trump). For Russian, 14 topics are used for training and three for testing. Dividing the training and test sets using events/topics
is expected to minimise the chances of overfitting,
since, at training time, the models will not see the
events that appear in the test set. The German
dataset is rather small, with only one of the three
events having data points in all classes, which
makes it unsuitable for data splitting. Therefore,
this dataset is only used as a test set in the zeroshot experiments. Table 1 shows the class distributions for each dataset.

to the best of our knowledge, there is no research
on cross-lingual RSC task.

3

Experimental Settings

3.1 Datasets
English The English model is trained on the
RumourEval 2017 (RE2017) dataset (Derczynski
et al., 2017) which has 4, 238 source-reply tweet
pairs from eight different events in the training
set: the Ferguson unrest, the shooting at Charlie Hebdo, the hostage situation in Sydney, the
Germanwings plane crash, the Ottawa shooting,
a rumour about a coup in Russian, a rumour that
Prince was doing a surprise show in Toronto, and
a rumour that Footballer Michael Essien had contracted Ebola. The test set has 1, 049 tweet pairs
from ten events (the same eight events in the training data plus: a rumour that Hillary Clinton was
diagnosed with pneumonia during the 2016 US
elections and rumour that Youtuber Marina Joyce
had been kidnapped).

3.2 Models

German The German data (Zubiaga et al.,
2016) has 282 tweet pairs from three different
events: the Germanwings plane crash, a rumour
about a coup in Russian, and a rumour about the
Gurlitt collection.

Settings BERT models are fine-tuned for three
epochs with a batch size of 16, 12 transformer layers, hidden unit size of 768, 12 attention heads,
and 110M parameters using the ktrain toolkit
(Maiya, 2020). We apply the 1 cycle policy
(Smith, 2018) for training and search the optimal learning rate among 5e−5 , 3e−5 , 1e−5 , and
1e−4 . For dealing with data imbalance, we follow
(Li and Scarton, 2020) and apply threshold moving (TM) (Maloof, 2003; Sheng and Ling, 2006),
where the classifier is trained with the imbalanced
data, but the decision threshold that transforms the
output probability into class labels is changed. We
set the threshold according to the class proportions
based on two assumptions: (1) the class proportion
in the test set is similar to that of the training set;
and (2) the prior of a class is equivalent to its pro-

Danish For Danish, we use the DAST dataset
with 3, 007 source-reply Reddit pairs (Lillie et al.,
2019). It encompasses posts from 11 rumourous
events: 5G, Donald Trump, HPV vaccine, ISIS,
Kost (diet), MeToo movement, Overvågning
(surveillance), Peter Madsen, Politik (politics),
Togstrejke (train strike), and Ulve i DK (wolves
in Denmark).
Russian For Russian we use a dataset with
source-reply tweet pairs concatenated with claimreply pairs of Meduza1 and Russian Today.2 It has
1
2

3
More details about the topics are available at (Lozhnikov
et al., 2018).

https://meduza.io/en
https://www.rt.com
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SOTA RE2017
MBERT EN
MBERT DA
MBERT RU
MBERT MTDA
MBERT MTRU

EN(test)
EN(test)
DA(test)
RU(test)
DA(test)
RU(test)

macro-F 1 ↑
0.452
0.528
0.300
0.442
0.228
0.467

GM R ↑
0.363
0.602
0.350
0.000
0.00
0.306

wF 2 ↑
0.296
0.487
0.251
0.211
0.166
0.259

Table 2: Results for the monolingual MBERT models (best results are shown in bold).

(a) MBERT EN

(b) MBERT DA

(c) MBERT RU

(d) MBERT MTDA

(e) MBERT MTRU

Figure 1: Confusion matrices for monolingual models.

portion in the training set (Collell et al., 2018).

3.3 Evaluation

Multilingual BERT (MBERT) use the pretrained BERT-base-multilingual-cased model.4
The hypothesis of using a MBERT model trained
only on English data (MBERT EN) for other languages is that it would be capable of performing zero-shot RSC, similar to its success in other
NLP tasks (Pires et al., 2019). We also experiment
with models trained only on Danish (MBERT DA)
or Russian (MBERT RU) training data. Few-shot
learning is also explored, where MBERT EN is further fine-tuned using the training data in Danish
(MBERT ENDA) or Russian (MBERT ENRU). We
aim to check whether monolingual data, even just
a few data points, can help to improve the performance of SRC in Danish or Russian. Finally, we
also propose a full multilingual model, where the
English, Danish and Russian training sets are combined and used for training the model.

Scarton et al. (2020) show that the evaluation metrics used in RumourEval in 2017 (accuracy) and
2019 (macro-F 1) are not robust for this four-class
imbalanced classification task. They suggest the
use of two alternative metrics: geometric mean of
recall (GM R) and wF 2. GM R heavily penalises
models that underperform on minority classes, being an useful metric for imbalanced classification
tasks. wF 2 is a weighted version of macro-F 2
that gives more importance to recall than precision
and also assigns higher weights for the most important RSC classes, i.e. support and deny. Therefore, in this paper, besides reporting macro-F 1 for
comparison with previous work, we also report
wF 2 and GM R.6

Machine Translation (MT) is used to translate
the Russian, Danish and German data into English, so the English-only models can be applied.
We use Google Translate5 for producing the automatic translations and MBERT EN to classify the
translated text (MT+MBERT EN model). We also
use MT to translate the English training data into
Russian or Danish, and fine-tune MBERT monolingual models (MBERT MTDA and MBERT MTRU
models for Danish and Russian, respectively).

4.1 Monolingual models

4

Cross-lingual Rumour Stance
Classification

Aiming to assess the effectiveness of zeroand few-shot models, we devise monolingual
models for Danish and Russian, either using
our pre-defined training sets (MBERT DA and
MBERT RU) or the machine translated training sets (MBERT MTDA and MBERT MTRU). Results shown in Table 2 also include values for
MBERT EN in the RE2017 test set and for the
best model in the RE2017 shared task (Best

4

6

For wF 2, we use the same weights as Scarton et al.
(2020), i.e wdeny = wsupport = 0.40, wquery = 0.25 and
wcomment = 0.05

https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-multilingual-cased
5
https://translate.google.co.uk
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DE
DA(full)
DA(test)
RU(full)
RU(test)

MBERT EN
macro-F 1 ↑ GM R ↑
0.470
0.542
0.259
0.221
0.241
0.184
0.419
0.377
0.420
0.319

wF 2 ↑
0.480
0.201
0.187
0.278
0.252

MT+MBERT EN
macro-F 1 ↑ GM R ↑
0.464
0.585
0.248
0.228
0.234
0.188
0.406
0.360
0.437
0.368

wF 2 ↑
0.505
0.219
0.200
0.260
0.275

Table 3: Results for zero-shot learning using MBERT EN model or MT+MBERT EN. Best values are in bold.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: Confusion matrices for zero-shot learning using MBERT EN.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3: Confusion matrices for zero-shot learning using MT+MBERT EN.

then compare this model with a pipelined approach using MT+MBERT EN, where the data in
Danish, Russian or German are machine translated
into English and classified using MBERT EN. Table 3 shows the results of evaluation in the Danish and Russian full and test sets and the German set, whilst Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the
confusion matrices for models MBERT EN and
MT+MBERT EN, respectively. Results for German
are particularly good, being comparable to the results for English (Table 2). One reason for this
high performance is that the German test set includes tweets about rumours that appear in the English training set.
For Danish, the best GM R and wF 2 are
achieved with the pipelined MT+MBERT EN
model (for both full and test), however, these results are worse than the monolingual model (Table
2). The main issue is with the misclassification
of supports (−0.14 of class accuracy in comparison to MBERT DA in Figure 1b). Data characteristics may justify this low performance: while the
English training data is composed of tweets, the
Danish data has Reddit posts, which are consid-

RE2017), showing that MBERT EN would have
ranked first in this shared task.7 Interestingly,
MBERT MTRU performs significantly better than
MBERT RU, which may be explained by the small
size of the Russian training set. Conversely,
MBERT DA performs best, probably due to more
in-domain data available.
Figure 1 shows the confusion matrices for the
monolingual models. MBERT RU has GM R = 0
because it fails to predict all support instances.
MBERT DA also underperforms for the support
class and has a bias towards denies (mainly by predicting supports as denies). MBERT DA is the best
for Danish, since it predicts 15% of support and
47% of deny correctly, versus 0% and 41% for
support and deny, respectively, for MBERT MTDA.
4.2 Zero-Shot Rumour Stance Classification
In the first zero-shot experiment, MBERT EN
model is used for RSC in other languages. We
7
The best model for RE2017 according to the reported
metrics is NileTMRG (Enayet and El-Beltagy, 2017). This
differs from the winner of the task (Kochkina et al., 2017),
which shows low scores for all metrics (Scarton et al., 2020).
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(a) Full training set

(b) n = 244

(c) n = 100

(d) n = 60

(e) n = 20

Figure 4: Confusion matrices for few-shot learning using MBERT EN model as starting point for Danish
(MBERT ENDA).

(a) Full training set

(b) n = 140

(c) n = 100

(d) n = 60

(e) n = 20

Figure 5: Confusion matrices for few-shot learning using MBERT EN model as starting point for Russian
(MBERT ENRU).

data. Table 4 shows the performance of models
trained in this setting: MBERT-ENDA for Danish (the confusion matrix is show in Figure 4a)
and MBERT-ENRU for Russian (the confusion matrix is show in Figure 5a). Results for Russian
show a significant increase in performance over
the monolingual and zero-shot models, specially
in terms of GM R and wF 2. This happens mainly
due to improvements in the accuracy of supports
(+0.30) and denies (+0.10). Few-shot learning also improves the results for Danish, mainly
because the MBERT ENDA model better handles
all classes (specially support, improving +0.10
points), without biasing towards denies.

erably longer and use different argumentation patterns.8 For Russian, MT+MBERT EN also shows
best results for the test set with improvements due
to better performance in the supports class (+0.17
in comparison to MBERT RU in Figure 1c). On the
other hand, the full set in Russian achieves best
results when MTBERT EN is applied.
For German (Figures 2a and 3a) and Danish
(full: 2d and 3d; and test: 2b and 3b), the best
results in GM R and wF 2 for MT+BERT EN is explained because this model outperforms BERT EN
for classes support and deny. For RU(full),
MBERT EN (Figure 2e) is significantly better at
predicting denies than MT+MBERT EN (Figure
3e). On the other hand, for RU(test) MT+BERT EN
(Figure 3c) shows significantly better results for
deny and query classes than BERT EN (Figure 2c).

DA(test)
RU(test)
DA(balanced)
RU(balanced)

4.3 Few-shot Rumour Stance Classification
For few-shot learning, we use MBERT EN as the
starting point and continue fine-tuning it with
the target language training data, i.e. either
DA(training) or RU(training). When monolingual data is available for training, the hypothesis is that MBERT models would benefit from
the pre-training on a larger dataset (English) and
specialise their performance using target language

macro-F 1 ↑
0.352
0.501
0.237
0.506

GM R ↑
0.401
0.448
0.328
0.506

wF 2 ↑
0.295
0.349
0.227
0.394

Table 4: Few-shot learning using MBERT EN model as
starting point (best results are shown in bold).

Balanced data re-sampling We under-sampled
the Russian and Danish training sets, so that all
classes have the same number of data points. For
Russian, since the class with fewest examples
(support) has 35 instances, 140 is the size of this
balanced training set. For Danish, the smallest
class is query with 61 examples, so the balanced
set has 244 data points. Results for models trained

8

We have also experimented with an MBERT EN model
trained on RumourEval 2019 data that contains Reddit posts.
Results for Danish did not improve, probably due to the size
of the English Reddit sample (only 16.9% of the training
data).
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(a) MBERT ENRU

(b) MBERT ENDA

Figure 6: Performance of: (a) MBERT ENRU varying the sample sizes of the Russian training set and MBERT ENDA
varying the sample sizes of the Danish training set.

Figure 7: Confusion matrices for the full multilingual model.

on these balanced sets are shown in the bottom
part of Table 4: DA(balanced) (see Figure 4b for
the confusion matrix) and RU(balanced) (see Figure 5b for the confusion matrix). For Russian, this
approach outperforms the use of the entire training set, with further improvements in the support
(+0.09) and deny (0.10) classes. For Danish, the
balanced approach is not better than using the entire training set.

ple is increased to n = 244, which justifies the
decrease in wF 2 show in Figure 6b. The main issue with the balanced Danish models is the bias
towards the deny class, which is minimised when
the full Danish traning set is used. For Russian,
the best performance for support is at n = 100,
whilst the deny is more accurately predicted when
n = 140.

Monolingual data sample size Aiming to assess the amount of monolingual data needed to
outperform zero-shot learning, we also decrease
the size of the samples gradually, starting from 35
(or 61) and stopping at 5 data points per class. For
Russian (Figure 6a), 100 data points of balanced
training data is enough to outperform zero-shot approaches (GM R = 0.429 and wF 2 = 0.332).
For Danish (Figure 6b), 20 data points is enough
to improve over zero-shot learning, with GM R =
0.303 and wF 2 = 0.220. The confusion matrices
for this experiment are also shown: Figures 4b to
4e for Danish and Figures 5b to 5e for Russian.
We observe that for Danish, the best performance
for support class is achieved when the full dataset
is used (Figure 4a), whilst the best performance
for denies is reached when the samples size (n) is
60 or 100. In particular, there is a significant drop
in the performance of denies when the data sam-

To build a full multilingual model, we fine-tune
MBERT with all training data in all languages.
We aim to assess whether joint training improves
performance in the individual languages. Table 5
shows the results for this experiment and Figure 7
shows the confusion matrices.

4.4 Full multilingual model

EN
DA(test)
RU(test)
DE (zero-shot)

macro-F 1 ↑
0.484
0.323
0.524
0.502

GM R ↑
0.635
0.366
0.470
0.497

wF 2 ↑
0.509
0.263
0.368
0.462

Table 5: Results for a MBERT fine-tuned with all training data for all languages.

Significant improvements are shown for English
in terms of GM R and wF 2, thanks to significant
improvements in accuracy on the support (+0.06),
deny (+0.15) and query (+0.09) classes. Even
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racity prediction.

though the macro-F 1 for English here is worse
than the monolingual model (Table 2), our multilingual model still outperforms the state-of-the-art
for the RE2017 shared task. Results for Danish
and Russian are better than zero-shot models, although worse than few-shot models. In few-shot
learning, the models get more specialised in the
target language, while in the multilingual setting
the variety of data may harm the prediction for languages with fewer data points. For German, this
is also a zero-shot setting, since we do not have
training data for this language. Results in terms
of GM R and wF 2 are worse in this multilingual
setting than in our zero-shot experiment (Table 3),
mainly because the performance of support is significantly harmed. We hypothesise that the variety of data introduced by Danish and Russian can
be harming the performance for German, that is a
very similar set to the English training data.
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